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CONNECTION SOLUTIONS
FOR

AEROSPACE
Fluid Controls® has over 45 years of experience
delivering high quality, high-performance Makein-India products which delight customers. We
offer comprehensive solutions – from supply of
high-performance connectors, valves and piping
accessories to engineering and installation
service.
An MSME with R&D approval by the Department
of Scientific & Industrial Research, Fluid Controls®
offers a range of connectors for aerospace applications and is in the process of acquiring AS9100
and NADCAP certifications. Fluid Controls® offers
testing for aerospace components at their state-ofthe-art NABL approved laboratory.

DESIGN & ENGINEERING • PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT • MANUFACTURING • INSTALLATION
+91-22-68238000

sales@fluidcontrols.com

fluidcontrols.com
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SolidCAM is the best CAM Solution for efficient & profitable CNC-Programming, seamlessly
integrated in SOLIDWORKS® and Autodesk Inventor®, with full toolpath associativity.
With single-window integration, all machining operations can be defined and verified without
leaving the parametric CAD environment you’re already used to.

Toolpaths automatically
update when SOLIDWORKS
or Inventor model changes

Easily program complex
multi-turret and
multi-spindle CNCs

Advanced Simultaneous
5-Axis toolpaths with a
friendly user-interface

Learn how SolidCAM can reduce your machining costs by half or more! Contact us today.
iMachining 2D & 3D | 2.5D Milling | HSS | HSM | Indexial Multi-Sided | Simultaneous 5-Axis | Advanced Mill-Turn | Solid Probe

www.solidcam.com
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G

iving great impetus to the ongoing
modernization of the armed forces, the
defence ministry has approved the capital
acquisition of military platforms and hardware
worth Rs.13,165 crores in September. The Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC) under the chairmanship
of Hon’ble Defence Minister Rajnath Singh
approved the plan to meet the needs of Indian
Army, Navy and Air Force in terms of various
military equipment and aims to complete the entire acquisition process that
requires no further research and development in the next two years.
In addition to the 83 Tejas LCA aircraft ordered earlier, the president acquisition
includes Advanced Light Helicopters (ALH) Squadron for the Indian Army to
improve its integral
lift capability ensuring its operational preparedness
by approving the procurement of 25 ALH
Mark III helicopters from
M/s HAL under Buy Indian-IDDM at an approximate cost of Rs.3,850 crores. In
addition, the procurement of indigenously developed Terminally Guided Munition
(TGM) and HEPF/RHE Rocket Ammunition worth Rs.4,962 crores from domestic
sources are underway.
The latest acquisition proposal is very beneficial for the Indian private industry
as, of the total amount approved, procurement worth Rs.11,486 crores (87%) is
from domestic sources. Moreover, the DAC also approved a few amendments to
the DAP 2020 as a part of Business Process re-engineering to ensure further ease
of doing business for the industry as well as measures to enhance procurement
efficiency and reduce timelines.
The move will be a boost to the Atmanirbhar Bharat in defence, opening up
a plethora of opportunities to the industries in the defence manufacture.
The government is encouraging all the companies able to provide the latest
technologies and services adhering to the procurement criteria. The existing
Strategic Partnership (SP) Model, which has already given a push to several bigticket projects, will be promoted by the MoD for the time bound completion of
the latest acquisitions too. The large public/ private industries who have got the
big ticket project, must endeavor to enhance the indigenous content by making
use of the large number of capable Indian SME supply chain, instead of importing
parts and kits and assembling the final product. The Indian industries both large
and small including the SME supply chain should tap these potential opportunities
by bridging the gaps with the government and offer the best they could. Active
participation of all public / private industries including SMEs in total harmony
upholding the national aspiration of make in India, Atmanirbhar Bharath is the
need of the hour and all the able players must respond with a co-operate team
effort positively to the clarion call of the government.

Dr C G Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI
Printed and Published by Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road,
Off Old Madras Road,Bangalore 560075, Karnataka.
Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.
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Eternal vigil
in the skies
Among the top air forces in the
world, the Indian Air Force (IAF)
secures the air space of the nation
and engages in aerial combat during
times of war. IAF’s capabilities are
boosted with its diverse armoury of
aircraft, helicopters, UAVs, missiles
and other equipment.

T

he Indian Air Force (IAF) is
now a very powerful arm of the
Indian Armed Forces and ranks
fourth among the air forces in the world
with its complement of personnel and
aircraft assets. In order to carry out its
mission of securing the Indian airspace
and to conduct aerial warfare during
armed conflicts, the IAF has achieved
significant capabilities with regard to
arms, equipment and aircraft.
According to estimates, IAF has over
1,850 aircraft in service. With around
1.40 lakh active personnel and an almost
equal number of reserve personnel, IAF
is engaged in efforts to achieve its motto
of ‘Nabhah Sprsam Diptam’ taken from
the Bhagavad Gita and translates from
Sanskrit as ’Touch the Sky with Glory’.
Every year, IAF celebrates October 8 as
Air Force Day, when the might and power
of the air defence wing are displayed at
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various IAF stations in the country.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Keeping up with the evolving battle
strategies, the IAF has been quick to
adopt unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
and currently uses the IAI Searcher II
and IAI Heron for reconnaissance and
surveillance purposes. At the same time,
the IAI Harpy serves as an Unmanned
Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV) which is
designed to attack radar systems. The IAF
also operates the DRDO Lakshya which
is utilized as a realistic towed aerial subtarget for live fire training.
Meanwhile, the IAF has also submitted
a request for information to international
suppliers for a stealth unmanned combat
air vehicle.
Fighters and strike aircraft
IAF can flaunt a fleet of some of the

most advanced aircraft in the world and
has been constantly adding to its arsenal.
The latest addition is the Dassault Rafale
multirole fighter aircraft for which India
has signed a deal with France for 36 jets
and as of July 2021, 26 fighters are in
service of the IAF.
Meanwhile, the Russian origin Sukhoi
Su-30MKI
is the IAF’s primary air
superiority fighter, with additional airto-ground strike mission capability. As
many as 272 Su-30MKIs are in service
and 12 more are on order with Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
Mikoyan MiG-29 (Baaz) is a dedicated
air superiority fighter, constituting the
IAF’s second line of defence after the Su30MKI. There are 69 MiG-29s in service,
all of which have been recently upgraded
to the MiG-29UPG standard.
Dassault Mirage 2000 (Vajra), another
French aircraft, is the primary multirole

fighter and IAF currently operates 49
Mirage 2000Hs and 8 Mirage 2000 TH
all of which are currently being upgraded
to the Mirage 2000-5 MK2 standard
with Indian specific modifications and 2
Mirage 2000-5 MK2 are in service as of
March 2015.
IAF’s MiG-21s are to be replaced by
the indigenous Tejas built by HAL. The
first Tejas IAF unit, No. 45 Squadron IAF
Flying Daggers, was formed on July 1,
2016, followed by No. 18 Squadron IAF
‘Flying Bullets’ on May 27, 2020. Initially
stationed at Bangalore, the first squadron
was then to be transferred to its home
base in Sulur, Tamil Nadu. In February
2021, the Indian Air Force ordered 83
Tejas, including 40 Mark 1, 73 singleseat Mark 1As and 10 two-seat Mark 1
trainers.
The SEPECAT Jaguar (Shamsher) serves
as the IAF’s primary ground attack force.

The IAF currently operates 139 Jaguars.
The first batch of DARIN-1 Jaguars are
now going through a DARIN-3 upgrade
being equipped with EL/M-2052 AESA
radars, and an improved jamming suite
plus new avionics.
The Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 serves
as an interceptor aircraft. While most of
these aircraft have been phased out by

the IAF, 125 jets upgraded to the MiG-21
Bison standard are being maintained.
Early warning systems, refuelling
India’s
Defence
Research
and
Development Organisation (DRDO) has
developed various airborne early warning
and control systems (AEW&CS) and the
IAF is currently training crews in their
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operation on Embraer ERJ 145 aircraft.
The IAF also operates the EL/W-2090
Phalcon AEW&CS incorporated in a
Beriev A-50 platform. India is also going
ahead with Project India, an in-house
airborne warning and control system
(AWACS) programme to develop and
deliver six Phalcon-class AWACS, based
on DRDO work on the smaller AEW&CS.
Similarly, the IAF currently operates six
Ilyushin Il-78MKIs in the aerial refueling
(tanker) role.
Transport aircraft
The IAF uses the Ilyushin Il-76 (Gajraj)
for strategic airlift operations. The Il-76s
in service are in the process of being
replaced by C-17 Globemaster IIIs.
At the same time, C-130Js are used by
the special forces for combined Army-Air
Force operations.
The Antonov An-32 (Sutlej) serves
as a medium transport aircraft. The
aircraft is also used in bombing roles
and paradropping operations. The IAF
currently operates 105 An-32s, all of
which are being upgraded.
The Dornier 228 serves as a light
transport aircraft. The IAF also operates
Boeing 737s and Embraer ECJ-135
Legacy aircraft as VIP transports and
passenger airliners for troops. Other
VIP transport aircraft are used for both
the Indian President and Prime Minister
under the call sign ‘Air India One.’
The Hawker Siddeley HS 748 once
formed the backbone of the IAF’s
transport fleet, but is now used mainly
for training and communication duties.
Trainer aircraft
The HAL HPT-32 Deepak was IAF’s
basic flight training aircraft for cadets.
But, it is being phased out and replaced
by Pilatus, a Swiss aircraft.
The IAF uses the HAL HJT-16 Kiran Mk.I
for intermediate flight training of cadets,
while the HJT-16 Kiran Mk.II provides
advanced flight and weapons training.
The HAL HJT-16 Kiran Mk.II is also
operated by the Surya Kiran Aerobatic
Team (SKAT) of the IAF. The Kiran is to
be replaced by the HAL HJT-36 Sitara.
The BAE Hawk Mk 132 serves as an
advanced jet trainer in the IAF and is
progressively replacing the Kiran Mk.II.
The IAF has begun the process of
converting the Surya Kiran display team
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to Hawks. A total of 106 BAE Hawk
trainers have been ordered. In addition,
72 Pipistrel Virus SW 80 microlight
aircraft are being inducted for basic
training purposes.

Helicopter fleet
The HAL Dhruv serves primarily as
a light utility helicopter. Apart from
transport and utility roles, newer Dhruvs
are also used as attack helicopters. Four
Dhruvs are also operated by the Indian

Air Force Sarang Helicopter Display Team.
The HAL Chetak is a light utility
helicopter and is used primarily for
training, rescue and light transport roles
in the IAF. The HAL Chetak is being
gradually replaced by HAL Dhruv.
The HAL Cheetah is a light utility
helicopter used for high altitude
operations. It is used for both transport
and search-and-rescue missions in the
IAF.
The Mil Mi-8 and the Mil Mi-17, Mi-17
1V and Mi-17V 5 are operated by the IAF
for medium lift strategic and utility roles.
The Mi-8 is being progressively replaced
by the Mi-17 series of helicopters. The
IAF has ordered 22 Boeing AH-64E
Apache attack helicopters, 68 HAL Light
Combat Helicopters (LCH), 35 HAL Rudra
attack helicopters, 15 CH-47F Chinook
heavy lift helicopters and 150 Mi-17V-5s
to replace and augment its existing fleet
of Mi-8s, Mi-17s, and Mi-24s. The Mil
Mi-26 serves as a heavy lift helicopter in
the IAF. It can also be used to transport

troops or as a flying ambulance.
The Mil Mi-35 serves primarily as an
attack helicopter in the IAF. The Mil Mi35 can also act as a low-capacity troop
transport.
Missile systems
IAF has a rich armoury of missile systems
also. According to various estimates, the
force operates 25 squadrons of S-125

Pechora, six squadrons of 9K33 Osa-AK,
ten flights of 9K38 Igla-1, 13 squadrons
of Akash along with 18 squadrons of
SPYDER for air defence. Moreover, the
IAF and Indian Army have both placed
the order of 1,000 kits of MRSAM.
The IAF currently operates the Prithvi-II
short-range ballistic missile (SRBM). The
Prithvi-II is an IAF-specific variant of the
Prithvi ballistic missile.
Similarly, the IAF is also integrating the
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile on
Sukhoi fighter jets.
Network-centric warfare
Yet another milestone in the history
of the IAF was the launch of the Air
Force Network (AFNET), a robust
digital information grid that enables
quick and accurate threat responses, in
2010. AFNET has helped IAF become
a truly network-centric air force. It is a
secure communication network linking
command and control centres with
offensive aircraft, sensor platforms and
ground missile batteries.
Integrated Air Command and Control
System
(IACCS),
an
automated
system for Air Defence operations, is
the backbone of AFNET, integrating
ground and airborne sensors, weapon
systems and command and control
nodes. Subsequent integration with
civil radar and other networks provides
an integrated Air Situation Picture and
acts as a force multiplier for intelligence
analysis, mission control and support
activities like maintenance and logistics.
The design features multiple layers of
security measures, including encryption
and intrusion prevention technologies, to
prevent and deter espionage efforts.
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NATIONAL SECURITY
IS PARAMOUNT:
IAF CHIEF
IAF’s challenges continue to rise but it also enhances the force’s strength
and resolve to ensure best possible application of air power. Through
appropriate and correct use of air power, IAF would ensure that the safety
of the nation is assured. The prompt actions taken by the force in response
to developments in eastern Ladakh in previous years were testament to the
IAF’s combat readiness and capabilities in securing India’s territory braving
challenges. “I am acutely conscious that I have assumed the command
at a crucial time as I look at the security scenario that we face today. I
pledge to do all I can to provide you with clear direction, good leadership
and the best of resources that I can muster,” said Air Chief Marshal Vivek
Ram Chaudhari, who took charge as the new Chief of the Air Staff
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focus will be on being Atmanirbhar and
quick induction of new logistics. Through
appropriate and correct use of air power,
we would ensure that the safety of the
nation is assured. Another priority is to be
able to train, motivate and equip all IAF
personnel to take on challenges of future
warfare and enhance the capabilities of
the force," he said while addressing the
press.
Chaudhari became the 27th chief of
IAF after succeeding Air Chief Marshal
RKS Bhadauria following his retirement
last month. On 89th Air Force Day on
8 October, the chief said that IAF must
demonstrate to the nation that external
forces will not be allowed to violate its
territory. The previous year was quite
challenging but extremely rewarding.
The prompt actions taken by the force
in response to developments in eastern
Ladakh in previous years were testament
to the IAF’s combat readiness and
capabilities in securing India’s territory
braving challenges, he said while
addressing the air warriors on the occasion
of the 89th Air Force Day.
“Our challenges continue to rise but it
also enhances our strength and resolve
to ensure best possible application of air
power. I am acutely conscious that I have
assumed the command at a crucial time as
I look at the security scenario that we face
today. I pledge to do all I can to provide
you with clear direction, good leadership
and the best of resources that I can
muster,” he said at the Hindon airbase in
the outskirts of Delhi.
He said that the security environment in
the region and beyond has been impacted
by a complex interplay of

T

he Indian Air Force (IAF) is ready
to meet any challenges and
eventualities and the force has
the potential for it, said Air Chief Marshal
Vivek Ram Chaudhari, who took charge as
new the Chief of the Air Staff. Setting his
priorities after assuming charge, Chaudhari
said that IAF’s prime mission would always
be ensuring the safety of the nation and
would also focus on achieving self-reliance
by supporting the Atmanirbhar Bharat
initiative.
"The IAF is ready to meet any and
every eventuality and has the potential.
Protection of our nation's sovereignty and
integrity is to be ensured at any cost. Our
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Air Chief Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari PVSM, AVSM, VM, ADC
geopolitical
forces.
The
ongoing
capability enhancement in the IAF was
aimed at providing the optimum means for
employing air power and achieving desired
results swiftly and decisively, he said.
“The advent of new domains over and
above the traditional domains of land,
sea and air has resulted in a paradigm
shift in the way military operations will be
conducted. I will continue to rely on your
skills, courage, determination and hard
work in the years ahead. Remember that
it is our sacred duty to protect the nation’s
sovereignty and integrity at any cost and
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you are to do what it takes to ensure that
we do not let the nation down,” he said to
the personnel on the IAF Day.
Chaudhari said that through the
introduction of Rafale fighter jets and
the surface-to-air weapons in the air
force India has added to the combat
capabilities. He said that the government
was keen on new inductions into the
Force and the defence PSUs are working
on various platforms and equipment
to help the force’s modernization. The
Indian-made Astra, Akash missiles, 83
LCAs and MRSAM from DRDO would be

immediately operationalized, he said.
"We were quick to introduce Rafale
fighter jets and surface-to-air weapons.
DRDO is working on different categories
that are likely to help the IAF in the coming
days. In the last one-and-half years,
several new weapons and aircraft have
been inducted into the Air force," he said.
Chaudhari also commended IAF’s efforts
in completing all Covid-related tasks and
said that the tasks achieved by the force
have supported the national efforts to
fight the pandemic.

SIATI EVENTS

Aero, Space and Defence Vision 2030 SIATI Annual Awards
India International Supply Chain Conference (21, 22 Jan 2022, Bangalore)
Participation by
Invitation

Aero, Space and Defence in India-Vision – 2030
Invited presentations from :
• Armed Forces
• Defence PSUs
• DRDO, ISRO and other R&D Organisations
SIATI Annual Award Function
• Award for “Excellence in Indigenization”
• Award for “Life Time Achievements in Aerospace”
• Award for “ Women Achiever in Aerospace”
Inaugural Session with Secretary Defence, Secretary Civil
Aviation, Secretary Def R&D (Chairman DRDO), Secretary Dept.
of Space(Chairman ISRO), Chairman HAL and President SIATI.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sessions
•

Space and Defence
ISRO Space Projects and Programs - Vision 2030
Presentation by DRDO – Vision 2030
HAL Vision 2030, New Programs and Projects in R&D and
Manufacture, Private Industry Participation
Panel on Missiles and Ships
Presentation by BEL towards Atmanirbhar Bharat in
Partnership with Private Industries.
The Role of Large Private Corporates towards Atmanirbhar
Bharat in A & D – Panel Discussion
Energizing the SME as partners with R&D, DPSUs and
Large Private Corporates – Panel Discussion

Presentations from Armed Forces on Vision 2030 on Aero

India International Supply Chain ConferenceAero, Space & Defence (IISCC – ASD)
22 Jan 2022
Venue: Old HMA, HAL, Suranjandas Road, Bangalore

2nd EDITION

Seminar * Exhibition * Buyer Seller Meet
Objectives of IISCC-ASD
•

To facilitate synergy and networking among Indian Aero,
Space and Defence Manufacturers, R&D organisations,
foreign OEMs, Knowledge and Skilling Partners, and
for strategic collaboration and sustained supply chain

•

•

development for the benefit of all.
Supply to Indian Companies ;
Supply from Indian
Companies, Growth of Supply Chain Partners to Value
Chain and Innovation Partners
Indian Supply Chain for Global OEMs

Highlights
SUPPLY CHAIN FOR :
• Metal components, Plastics, Rubber and Composites,
Castings and Forgings, Electrical & Electronics components,
Cable Connectors and looms, Electromechanical and
Avionics equipment and Systems, Structural Assemblies.,
Standard Parts, Adhesives, Paints and other consumables,
MRO of equipment and Systems.
SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT
• Expert presentations on experience of Indian OEMs and
International OEMs and Indian R&D organisations on
supply chain development and the way forward.
SERVICES FOR SUPPLY CHAIN DEVELOPMENT
• Supply of Materials & Technologies
• Advanced Manufacturing Equipment and Processes
• Testing & Quality Assurance Support from DRDO,CSIR,
Industry Labs, and Certification Agencies

•
•
•

•

•

•

IT services for design, manufacture and maintenance
Export Promotion or ways of enhancing Exports &
Incentives.
Digital tech, Virtual Reality and 3D experience, AI &
Robotics
Role of private corporate such as TATA, Mahindra, L&T,
Godrej, and others in partnering with the Indian SME
Supply Chain. Workshop on growing from Supply Chain to
value Chain Partners,
Workshop on consortium approach for major equipment
and structures; R&D and Innovation Partnership with
DRDO & CSIR labs, long term commitments & IPR
issues; Defence corridors and supply chain ; Supply Chain
requirements for Army, Navy, Air Force & Coast Guard
Supply Chain for Battle Tanks, Armored Vehicles, Missiles
and Tanks, Armaments etc.

Register Early at office@siati.org
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IAF acquisitions :
A dynamic process

Under an ongoing modernization programme, the targets set by the Indian
Air Force include achieving a strength of 42 squadrons by 2035 and acquiring
large numbers of Unmanned Aerial Combat Vehicles. To attain its goals, IAF
has carried out crucial purchases, placed strategic orders and made elaborate
plans for the coming years.
With domestic industry yet to keep pace
with the growing demand of the Indian Air
Force (IAF) for advanced aircraft, weapons
and equipment, India has depended
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largely on foreign manufacturers for
meeting its needs in the defence and
aerospace sector. However, in recent years,
the indigenization efforts in this domain

have picked up pace. As a result, the IAF
now relies on imports as well as Indian
companies to carry out its modernization.
In fact, this upgradation programme

started in the late 1990s, even though
some initiatives date back a decade earlier.
Since then, the IAF has been procuring and
developing aircraft, weapons, associated
technologies, infrastructures, equipment
and systems.
Under the modernization programme,
the IAF has set a target of a 42-squadron
strength by 2035. Plans have also been
rolled out to acquire large numbers of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. In short, the
IAF’s aim is to transform itself into a fullyadvanced Network-Centric Force.
Dassault Rafale
Among the most major acquisitions of
the IAF in recent times, Dassault Rafale
has already been inducted into service and
deployed in sensitive areas. The way was
cleared for the fighter to join the IAF during
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to
Paris in 2015, when it was announced
that India would buy 36 Dassault Rafales
in fly-away condition. The first aircraft was
delivered to the IAF in 2019, with the full

complement of the fighters to be delivered
by the end of 2021. India has also entered
into a deal with France to buy Hammer
missiles to use with Rafale.
HAL Tejas
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
is currently engaged in the production
of 40 aircraft of Mark 1 variant of its
Tejas fighter jet. The order is expected
to be completed by 2022. Meanwhile,
in February, 2021, India’s Ministry of
Defence signed another contract with HAL
for the procurement of 83 advanced Tejas
which includes 73 Mark 1A and 10 Mark 1
trainer variants. The induction of the total
123 Tejas Mark 1/Mark 1A aircraft will be
completed by 2028.
Kamov Ka-226T
In 2015, India and Russia finalized an
Inter-Governmental Agreement for at
least 200 Kamov Ka-226T twin engine
utility helicopters as an initial replacement
for Chetak and Cheetah helicopters in

service, while India’s own Light Utility
Helicopter (LUH) was under development.
Under the programme, Kamov would set
up a production plant in India and the
copters built as part of the ‘Make in India’
initiative. The agreement related to the
Kamov 226 helicopter is the first project
for a major defence platform under ‘Make
in India’.
HAL LUH
In March 2021, India’s Ministry of
Defence placed an initial order of six light
utility helicopters (LUH) for the IAF. There
is a requirement of 400 such helicopters.
While the need for around 200 would
be met by the Kamov programme, the
balance is to be fulfilled by HAL LUH.
Deliveries of HAL LUH are expected to
commence from August 2022.
HAL LCH
Another crucial IAF project is related to
the HAL Light Combat Helicopter (LCH),
which is to be deployed for combat
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be assembled in India by TASL. While
the C-295s will be a replacement for
IAF’s Avro-748 transport planes, the new
aircraft will also be suitable for difficult
operations that the AN-32 currently
undertakes.
Unmanned aerial vehicles
With Unmanned Aerial Vehicles gaining
more importance and playing a big role in
modern conflicts, the IAF has submitted
a request for information to international
suppliers for an unmanned combat air
vehicle (UCAV) with low radar crosssection, high service ceiling, a range
of 925 km and the capability to carry
precision-guided weapons in an internal
weapons bay.
At the same time, on the domestic front,
the DRDO Rustom and DRDO AURA are
the two UCAVs under development. The
Rustom Medium Altitude Long Endurance
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle will replace/
supplement the Heron UAVs in service.
AURA
(Autonomous
Unmanned
Research Aircraft) is an Unmanned
Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV) for the
IAF. The design work is carried out by
Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA).
The AURA UCAV will be a tactical stealth
aircraft built largely with composites and
capable of delivering laser-guided strike
weapons.

operations, complementing AH-64D Apache. Limited series production of 15 LCH
started in 2017, with five meant for the Army, 10 for IAF. Meanwhile, IAF has placed an
order for 65 LCHs.

MMRCA 2.0
In early 2017, India announced plans for
a competition to select a Strategic Partner
to deliver 200 single-engine Medium
Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA)
to be made in India. The plan to acquire
foreign-made single-engine fighters was
soon replaced by induction of indigenous
aircraft Tejas.
However, the competition was later
declared to be exclusively open for twinengine fighters of the Rafale category.
The contenders are Rafale, Eurofighter
Typhoon, MiG 35, Boeing F/A-18E/F
Super Hornet, Sukhoi Su-35, Boeing
Boeing F-15EX, Saab JAS 39 Gripen E/F
and Lockheed Martin F-21 (variant of
F-16).

Airbus C295
In a major boost to the ‘Make in India’ initiative, Europe-based Airbus Defence and
Space and the Indian firm Tata Advanced Systems Limited (TASL) will jointly carry out a
programme to supply 56 C-295 military transport aircraft to the IAF. Under the contract,
Airbus will supply the first 16 aircraft in flyaway condition while the remaining 40 will

Super Sukhoi
Meanwhile, there were reports that IAF,
HAL and the Russian government have
been working on a ‘Super Sukhoi’ upgrade
for the IAF’s fleet of Su-30s. This will
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include beyond visual range capability, new electronic warfare suites, an engine upgrade
as well as new radar.
HAL Rudra
HAL is also developing the HAL Dhruv Weapon System Integrated (WSI) helicopter
named HAL Rudra. It is a variant of Dhruv (ALH) MK-4 and IAF has placed an order for
38 Rudra helicopters.
HAL HTT-40
Under a plan to acquire 181 basic trainer aircraft, IAF had selected Switzerland’s
Pilatus Aircraft to supply 75 PC-7 Mk.II trainer planes. However, in 2015, the Ministry of
Defence selected 70 HAL HTT-40 trainers and 38 Pilatus trainers to replace its current
trainer aircraft fleet. Later, in 2020, Chief of the Air Staff ACM Rakesh Kumar Singh
Bhadauria announced the plan to shelve the order for additional Pilatus PC-7 for the
indigenous HAL HTT-40.
Cruise missiles
DRDO is developing the air-launched version of the BrahMos cruise missile in a joint
venture with Russia’s NPO Mashinostroeyenia. The air-launched version is ready for
testing and the IAF has signed a contract with Russia to upgrade 40 Su-30MKIs to give
them the capability of carrying the BrahMos cruise missile.
DRDO has also developed the nuclear capable Nirbhay cruise missile, which is capable
of hitting targets at 1000 km to 1500 km far at 2 m accuracy.
AMCA
ADA has completed design work on an Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA), a
twin-engine fifth generation stealth multirole fighter with the capability to fly unmanned.
It will complement the HAL Tejas, the Sukhoi Su-30MKI, MWF and the Dassault Rafale.
The first flight is expected by 2025 and serial production by 2030.
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IAF: Saviours
from the air

Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) and Non-Combatant
Evacuation (NCE) also are crucial duties of the Indian Air Force and the
force has been carrying out these missions in an exceptional manner.

T

he recent evacuation of Indian
citizens from Afghanistan was
the latest humanitarian mission
carried out by the Indian Air Force (IAF).
Even though the primary task of the IAF
is guarding India’s aerial borders and
taking on the combat role during battle,
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief (HADR) and Non-Combatant
Evacuation (NCE) also are a crucial part of
its duties.
Another mission completed successfully
in recent times was the transportation of
stranded Indians from places such as Iran
and China during the COVID-19 crisis.
Moreover, under ‘Operation Sanjeevani’,
a large number of wide-bodied aircraft
and helicopters of the IAF were deployed
all across the country to shift medical
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supplies and associated equipment when
the pandemic raged. Similarly, when
Cyclone Tauktae wrecked damage along
the western coast of India, the IAF was
quick to deploy its assets and personnel
for search and rescue operations.
Major missions
During HADR missions, IAF enjoys
advantages such as the ability to respond
swiftly along with its characteristics of
range, mobility and flexibility. Apart from
rescue missions in India, IAF has carried
out similar operations in other countries
also, especially in the neighbourhood.
For instance, during the massive Indian
Ocean tsunami of 2004, India launched
‘Operation Sea Wave’ for relief, rescue
and evacuation not only in India but

also Sri Lanka, Maldives and Indonesia.
Thousands of people were rescued during
this mission.
Yet another critical effort was ‘Operation
Neer’ in Maldives during 2014. The
country had suffered a major drinking
water crisis with breakdown of its main
RO plant. Subsequently, the IAF deployed
three C-17 and three IL-76 flights to airlift
374 tonnes of drinking water to Male.
Dispatch of cyclone relief materials to Fiji
in February 2016, providing relief supplies
and medical assistance to flood ravaged
Sri Lanka in May 2017 and rescue of
Bangladeshi citizens during Cyclone Mora
were other major operations.
Over the past two decades alone, the
IAF has carried out a number of HADR and
NCE missions in India. They include, floods

in Assam in 2000, the Bhuj earthquake on
January 26, 2001, tsunami of December
2004, the earthquake in Kashmir in
2005, the Kosi disaster in 2008, the
Andhra floods in 2009, the August 2010
cloudburst in Leh and the September 2011
Sikkim earthquake.
Moreover, during the 2013 cloudburst in
Uttarakhand and 2014 floods in J&K also
the IAF was involved in search and rescue
as well as supply of essential materials and
medicines. These disasters also witnessed
the coordination between IAF and the
Indian Army. In the 2013 Uttarakhand
floods, the IAF evacuated 23,892 people,
delivered 798 tonnes of relief material and
flew 3,536 missions in 65 days at the cost
of losing one helicopter and entire crew
onboard.
IAF was involved in one of the biggest air
evacuations in human history too. As many
as 111,711 Indian citizens were rescued
from Iraq, Kuwait and Jordan in 1990 by
operating 488 flights over a period of 59
days by Air India and IAF, setting a world
record. Other similar missions include
Operation Sukoon from Lebanon in 2006
and from Libya in 2011. The IAF was part
of ‘Operation Rahat’ when civil war broke
out in Yemen in 2015. The IAF deployed
three C-17 aircraft to ferry back 2,096
Indian nationals from Djibouti to Kochi
and Mumbai.
Some notable operations
In December 2018, the Western Air
Command of IAF launched two Cheetah
helicopters, of the Udhampur-based unit

‘Hovering Hawks’ to carry out casualty
evacuation from Chanderkot helipad on
a short notice. As per initial information
received a civil bus from Badgam to
Kanpur fell into the valley near Ramban
which led to several critical casualties. First
copter landed at Chanderkot Helipad and
picked up three critically injured Jawans of
ITBP who were amongst the nine critically
injured travelling in the fateful bus. The
other copter picked two remaining critical
Jawans along with a medical attendant.
A message about a Personal Rescue
Beacon being activated close to Pingdong
La was received at the Regional
Coordination Centre for rescue. The signal
was coded for two German nationals
trekking from Ringdum to Dibling. This
message was relayed immediately to
Western Air Command and the Siachen
Pioneers Helicopter unit based at Leh was
tasked to investigate. Since it was evening
and weather in the region did not permit
a launch, it was decided to get airborne at
day break.
Michael and his wife Annettee were
trekking when they were caught in a
blizzard. For two days incessant snowfall
prevented any movement and by then the
couples’ supplies had run out. Michael
decided to activate his Personal Rescue
beacon as a last resort. The rescued couple
were transferred to a medical facility at
Leh and recuperated.
On September 23, 2018, a request was
received at Air Force Station Sarsawa from
the State Govt of Himachal, for the rescue
of personnel struck due to incessant rains

at Kullu. Beas river had swelled and as a
result of which small islets were formed in
the river wherein people were stranded.
One MLH class of helicopter was
launched from the Mighty Armour unit of
Western Air Command, based at Sarsawa.
The helicopter reached the spot and
found 19 people stranded on an islet on
the swelling Beas river. The pilot brought
the helicopter to a low hover and the
crew helped the stranded people into the
aircraft. They were then flown to the local
airfield of Bhuntar.
Peacetime support for Army
Apart from these missions, the IAF has
a special role to play even in peacetime.
As the Indian Army operates in areas that
have no rail or road connectivity, the IAF
provides them with their daily needs.
Huge loads are air-dropped or air-landed
for the Indian Army.
Transport aircraft and helicopters
undertake these tasks, especially in the
north and the northeast of the country.
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FACE TO FACE

HAL-Augmenting IAF’s Flight
Power for Eight Decades
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) has
been producing, supplying, maintaining and
supporting the IAF fleet for almost eight decades
and HAL’s association with IAF is a remarkable
journey. “HAL primarily is the ‘Force behind the
Forces’ and is the backbone of all maintenance
and operations of various Aircraft platforms. It
is important to note that more than 70% of all
flying assets of IAF are being supported by HAL.
The relation between IAF and HAL is more than
just business and is for the protection of our Skies.
HAL is making all efforts with a strong focus on
reducing ‘Order to delivery time’ by continuous
improvement in working methodology, supply
chain management and its design capabilities,
said R Madhavan, Chairman and Managing
Director, HAL. In an interview with Aeromag, he
talks about the strong association between HAL
and IAF and the company’s latest operations and
focus areas.
R Madhavan
CMD, HAL
HAL recently signed a $716 million deal
with GE Aviation for procurement of 99
engines for manufacturing 83 LCA Tejas.
What are the latest updates of the LCA
project? What are the actions taken to
increase the production capabilities?
The LCA-Tejas is slated to become
the backbone of the Indian Air Force
in the years to come and is planned to
be produced at double the current rate.
This production capacity augmentation
from eight to 16 aircraft per year is being
realized by the creation of a state-of-theart new facility which is named as LCA
Plant II. The new plant has facilities for
structural build-up, system integration
testing and flight testing of LCA trainer
variant. Capacity adequacy is ensured in
the new facility for accommodating future
export orders as well.
In addition to this, HAL is functioning
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towards a system integrator model in
MK1A production program with Front
fuselage (FF), Centre Fuselage (CF), Rear
Fuselage (RF) and Wing being procured
from private partners. HAL will integrate
these major modules at HAL’s production
facilities which will be followed by flight
testing. This will greatly enhance the
production rate.
As far as the progress of Mk1A program
is concerned, Preliminary Design review
(PDR) and Critical Design Review (CDR)
is completed for all Major LRUs specific
to Mk1A variant. Avionics test facility
up-gradation is under progress with
integration of new Avionics LRUs exclusive
to LCA-MK1A. Integration on a designated
FOC variant for testing the prototype and
flight testing on the same is planned from
November 2021.

The Indian Air Force is about to celebrate
IAF Day. How strong is HAL’s association
with the IAF? How fast is HAL in delivering
its orders?
HAL has been producing, supplying,
maintaining and supporting the IAF
fleet for almost eight decades and HAL’s
association with IAF is a remarkable
journey. HAL primarily is the “Force
behind the Forces” and is the backbone of
all maintenance and operations of various
Aircraft platforms. It is important to note
that more than 70% of all flying assets of
IAF are being supported by HAL.
The relation between IAF and HAL is
more than just business and is for the
protection of our Skies. The priority within
HAL has always been to ensure that all
operational and maintenance needs of IAF
are met in a timely manner, as an example,
during Kargil war, HAL worked 24/7 and

M. Venkaiah Naidu, Vice President of India and Thawar Chand Gehlot , Governor of Karnataka visiting the HAL factory at Bengaluru.
HAL CMD R Madhavan is also seen.
rendered untiring support in servicing of
Mirage rotables which was the vanquisher
of Kargil war. We assure similar support in
future.
HAL is making all efforts with a strong
focus on reducing ‘Order to delivery time’
by continuous improvement in working
methodology, supply chain management
and its design capabilities.
Taking India’s vision of ‘Make-inIndia’ for the world, HAL has entered
into an agreement with Rolls-Royce
to manufacture ‘Adour Engine’ parts
for Rolls-Royce’s international defence
customer base. Could you talk more about
the project?
HAL has manufactured Adour Mk 871
Engines which powers the Hawk Aircraft
between 2006 and 2017. Further, the
Company has been supporting repair and
maintenance services for these engines.
HAL had been in discussion with RollsRoyce to leverage this capability and
capacity to support the Global supply
chain / fleet of Adour 871 engines. As a
result of these efforts, the first contract for
supply of spares for the Adour 871 Global
Supply chain was signed recently. The
value of the present order for 16 parts is

27.365 M USD for Delivery from 2022 to
2028. We expect more orders to follow.
We plan to be a key player in the supply
chain of Adour 871 Engines.
Further, HAL has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with Rolls-Royce in
February 2021 during Aero India, to
establish an Authorized Maintenance
Centre for Adour 871 engines at HAL to
support international military customers
from Indonesia, Malaysia, Oman and UAE.
These activities are expected to start from
next year
How does the work of the LCA Navy
version progress?
LCA Navy has operated from the deck of
INS Vikramaditya in January 2020, after a
series of successful demonstration of Skijump take-off and arrested landing on
Shore based test facility (SBTF). Carriage
flights and ski-jump take off with external
stores have also been carried out. Presently
two prototypes are in Goa for arrested
landing tests with external stores (Missiles
and Drop tank). A third trainer prototype
(NP5) is in the final stages of build and is
expected to fly in March 2022. Further
flight testing of LCA Navy will continue
for development of technologies for Twin

engine deck based fighter (TEDBF) being
developed as per Indian Navy requirement.
HAL is awaiting a contract from the
ministry for 15 limited series production
(LSP) helicopters and follow-on orders
as the IAF and the army has a combined
projected requirement of 160 LCHs? What
is the status of the projects?
The order for the 15 limited series
production (LSP) is in final stages
of approval and expected anytime.
Meanwhile, HAL has proactively initiated
an advance action towards launching the
production activities of 15 LCH LSPs with
HAL funding. Dedicated infrastructures
have been established. HAL has built and
signalled out three LSP helicopters for IAF
during March 2021 without receipt of
any orders but based on Letter of Intent
received. The build of first helicopter for
Indian Army is completed and ready for
flight testing. Production and delivery
of 15 LSP helicopters is planned for
completion by 2022-23, subject to receipt
of the order.
Requirement of balance 145 helicopters
will be made in Series Production. Further,
HAL has initiated various planning
activities to develop the ecosystem
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for achieving the peak rate LCH Series
Production capacity in order to meet the
requirements of the Armed Services from
the date of signing for Series Production
order.
The
HTT-40
(Hindustan
Turbo
Trainer-40) trainer aircraft built by HAL is
awaiting clearance? Could you talk about
the latest developments?
Spin flight testing, which is “the”
most crucial phase of flight testing in
the development of HTT-40, has been
successfully completed. User trials called
PVT (PSQR Validation Test Flights),
have been completed. As part of PVT,
confirmation of aircraft performance
meeting the Preliminary Staff Qualitative
Requirement is being verified by the user
pilots. The performance at sea Level was
verified during August 2021 by ASTE
pilots.
The aircraft meets all the performance
requirements of the defence services and
is ready to be certified. Documentation
and review by CEMILAC, the military
certification agency, is currently under
progress. The IAF has issued an RFQ
for delivery of 70 Nos. of HTT-40. The
proposal submitted by HAL is being
scrutinised by MoD’s cost committee.
The deal regarding export of LCA to
Malaysia is proceeding fast. How strong is
the export business of HAL and who are
the main clients?
HAL is responding to the RFP issued by
Malaysian side, which is due in the first
week of October 2021. The LCA offer to
Malaysia is very much important to HAL,
which will not only give a major boost in
exports for the company, but also for the
country.
So far, HAL’s exportable Platforms have
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been two platforms namely, Advanced
Light Helicopter (ALH) - Dhruv and Do228 aircraft. Now, three more platforms
namely Advanced Light Helicopter
Mk.IV – Rudra, Light Combat Helicopter
(LCH) and Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)
- Tejas have been added to the basket
of HAL’s exportable Platforms. With
the introduction of above Platforms in
to Export Market and also aggressive
approach in marketing efforts, HAL
envisages enhancement in exports in the
coming years.
With the recognition of HAL Platforms
in the Global Market in recent past, other
friendly countries who are planning to
acquire trainer / fighter aircraft in the LCA
class are also evincing interest in LCA.
India has high hopes on the proposed
fifth-generation fighter jet Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA). How
does the project go forward?
HAL is collaborating with ADA for Design
& Development of AMCA. Based on the
conceptual and preliminary design work
done by ADA, HAL is progressing the work
on design of Structures, Landing Gear,
Design installation of Aircraft systems,
System integration, Prototype build,
Ground tests, and Flight Tests.
The Preliminary Design Review of the
platform has been concluded jointly with
ADA in December 2020. The Critical
Design Review of the aircraft and Systems
is expected to be completed by 2022. The
first prototype rollout is planned by 2023
and the first flight by 2024.
Could you shed some light onto HAL’s
export capabilities and clientele? How
strong are HAL’s association with foreign
OEMs and companies?
So far, HAL has established its foothold

in Global Market by exporting to more
than 35 countries and continues to expand
the global presence.
HAL’s export capability spectrum
includes:
• Manufacture of Aircraft, Helicopter,
Engines, Accessories and Avionics Systems
• Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
(MRO) of platforms, aero-engines and
Systems
• Aircraft Mid-life up-gradation
• Missiles and Defence Systems
Integration
HAL has exhaustive and dedicated
Export Hangar / facilities to execute Aerostructural Work packages like Empennage,
Rear fuselage, Centre fuselage, Cabin
Doors, Cargo conversion etc.,
HAL is having a long-term business
association with the leading Aerospace
giants and has being exporting various
work packages for their ongoing
programs. HAL is also pursuing with the
OEMs of licenced Platforms (e.g. BAE
Systems for Hawk, Rosoboronexport for
Su-30 platform) to grant export rights to
HAL for extending Manufacturing, Repair
& Overhaul and Spares & Services support
to other countries operating similar
platforms.
During his recent visit to HAL, Vice
President Venkaiah Naidu called for
developing
Indigenous
Cutting-edge
Technologies. How does HAL support
indigenisation and Aatmanirbhar Bharat?
HAL has contributed immensely to the
operational readiness of the Defence
forces as well as building aerospace
manufacturing ecosystem in the country.
There are very few companies in the world
that provide end-to-end solutions from
design to certification to product support.
The R&D Centres are primarily working
on design, development and upgrades
of fixed wing and rotary wing platforms.
ARDC is closely associated with ADA in
LCA Tejas development. This multi mission
tactical aircraft is upgraded to LCA MK
1A with the latest technology based
indigenous Avionics equipment, AESA
Radar and EW System and enabled with
BVR and ASRAAM missiles. ARDC jointly
with ADA is at present co-developing
LCA MK-II, the Naval version of LCA,
Twin Engine Deck Based Fighter (TEDBF)
as well as AMCA. HTT-40 has already
demonstrated spin capability and is in

the final stages of certification. HAL has
initiated design and development of CATS
(Combat Aircraft Teaming System) which
is a teaming up of manned/ unmanned
assets for futuristic war scenarios.
RWRDC has designed, developed,
and certified ALH Dhruv, Rudra, LCH
and LUH. Indian Multi Role Helicopter
(IMRH) a 13-ton helicopter is also taken
up and Preliminary Project Report (PPR)
is forwarded to MoD. Further RWRDC
has initiated the Civil Certification of LUH
and development of a 200 kg Rotary UAV.
To cater to the stowage requirements of
Naval Ships and Carriers, HAL has taken
up the projects of Tail Boom Folding
and 2-Segmented Blade Folding. Tail
Boom Folding on ALH has already been
demonstrated and is under certification.
Mission & Combat System R&D Centre
(MCSRDC) is involved in the design
and development of Mission Avionics
hardware, Mission Software, Algorithms
for Navigation & Weapon Guidance,
Integrated Avionics Suite, Simulators,
Glass cockpit, AFCS, integration of solidstate weapon control system and anti-ship
and anti-airfield weapon etc.
The engine Design Centre AERDC is
currently working on the 25kN turbofan
engine HTFE-25 suitable for trainer
aircraft as well as the 1200 kW turbo shaft
HTSE-1200 suitable for use on ALH class
helicopters among others, spearheading
the self-reliance of the nation in the critical

segment of propulsion systems.
HAL has also initiated Artificial
intelligence-based projects in collaboration
with Institutes of repute to keep pace with
the latest technology advancements in the
field and mission support requirements.
Supporting indigenisation over the years,
HAL has been encouraging Indian private
industry to become a part of its supply
chain through Indigenisation. With an
objective of wider participation of Indian
industry in Defence Sector, HAL has
uploaded details of imported items in the
Srijan Defence Portal created by MoD to
let Indian vendors know the items being
imported by HAL and thereby provide
them an opportunity to become a part of
supply chain.
In support of the Government’s
Aatmanirbhar Bharat initiative, HAL’s
Make-II procedure for indigenisation is
worth mentioning since Make-II procedure
permits more number of interested and
capable local vendors to undertake design
and development activity and thereby help
expanding the aerospace and defense ecosystem in the country.
With a multitude of the R&D projects
and the steps towards indigenisation
that are being undertaken by HAL right
now, HAL is the exclusive destination
for catering to all the aviation industry
requirement worldwide while being a
staunch contributor to the Atmanirbhar
Bharat in the domain of Aeronautics.

Could you talk about the export potential
and availability of HAL - DO - 228 aircraft
and any country has shown interest?
There are indications from the global
market that below 20 Seat segment is
under revival and new developments are
taking place. Against this background,
HAL Do-228 is uniquely positioned as a
proven work horse with the only active
manufacturing line in the world. There
is a huge market for HAL Do-228 class
of aircraft as a civilian transport and also
for maritime surveillance of Coastline of
Exclusive Economic Zones and National
Defence.
We envisage significant export potential
for this aircraft and therefore we have
undertaken numerous initiatives such
as avionics upgrades, auto pilot &
glass cockpit etc. to keep the aircraft
contemporary. We are also working on
amphibian version of the aircraft. At
the same time, we are working towards
acquiring national and international Type
Certification for global acceptability of the
platform.
With the success of operating HAL Do228 aircraft, the Mauritius Police Force
(MPF) has recently signed a contract for
supply of one Passenger Variant Do-228
aircraft. With this supply, a total of 4 Nos.
of HAL built Do-228 will be operational
with MPF. There are discussions with
many other potential customers.
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IAI: India’s Reliable
Strategic Partner
Israel Aerospace Industries’ (IAI) ability to adapt its technological know-how to India’s
specific needs has made the company a natural partner for India’s defence industry, and
has given it the tools to have a true impact on the local defence ecosystem. IAI’s groundbreaking technology is a testament to its advanced know-how, and its development
in India shows a clear commitment to supporting the local defence economy.

I

AI has had a long-standing and
fruitful relationship with India, and
for decades, IAI has been a strategic
partner with India’s Air Force, Army,
and Navy. IAI’s commitment to India’s
defense needs are seen in the state-ofthe-art systems that IAI has produced
for and alongside the Indian defense
ecosystem. IAI has prioritized the ‘Make
in India’ policy in the many projects that
India and IAI have shared, ensuring that
local companies and vendors in India have
maximum operational independence.
IAI’s ability to adapt its technological
know-how to India’s specific needs has
made the company a natural partner for
India’s defense industry and has given
it the tools to have a true impact on the
local defense ecosystem. An array of IAI
systems, including IAI’s Heron UAV family,
IAI-ELTA’s special mission aircraft, air
defense systems, and many other systems
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of systems that have been advanced and
adapted over the years, serve as the right
solution for India’s defense needs. Two
examples from of IAI’s deep commitment
to ‘Make in India’ include local UAV
infrastructure and the making of the
MRSAM air and missile defense system.
For over 25 years, IAI has been a
strategic partner with India in UAVs
infrastructure, supply, and maintenance.
IAI’s commitment to the ‘Make in India’
policy is evident by the operational
independence that our customers in
India have – from shortcut maintenance
capabilities to infrastructure know-how,
all-level maintenance is simply a piece of
the partnership.
IAI’s customers in India could maneuver
UAV maintenance on their own - from
start to finish - using local resources,
companies, and people. IAI has adapted
the civilian model to the military world,

providing accessible R&R (Repair and
Replace) facilities and ensuring that our
customers have around-the-clock, topnotch services when needing to exchange
or repair unserviceable parts. Further, IAI
has ensured that local operators stay in
top shape – constant exercises, including
the use of simulators, have aided in
training, and maintaining high operational
readiness. These simulator trainings
accommodate the customer’s regional
location and enhance the customer’s
operational ability by providing on-theground training sessions and exercises. In
addition, every base housing UAVs in India
is accompanied by an experienced team
of local and IAI experts who maintain
the UAVs’ operational capabilities and
maximize their potential.
From the north in the Himalayas
all the way south to Kerala, from the
subcontinent’s west coast all the way to

the east, ‘Make in India’ has brought UAV
development straight to IAI’s customers
and to the local population. Customers
including India’s Army, Air Force, and
Navy, among over twenty others, will
vouch about the first-rate world-class
service that IAI provides its customers
while utilizing local partners in every step
of the projects. Over the course of 25
years, the number of UAV customers IAI
has in India has increased steadily due to
IAI’s excellent track record and successful
cooperation with local partners.
IAI’s customers benefit from the all-level
maintenance services that IAI provides
largely due to the interpersonal touch and
the efficient manner that accompanies
every interaction. A partnership with
IAI is simple -- behind the scenes, we
prepare everything, and then simply give
the customer the keys to drive forward.
Operational success in the field begins by
choosing IAI.
In addition to local UAV maintenance,
IAI is proud to have worked alongside
the DRDO (Defence Research and
Development Organization) on the codevelopment of the flagship project
MRSAM Air & Missile Defense System
for so many years. Most importantly, this
system was developed through the vision
of ‘Make in India’, as IAI worked with the
DRDO and industrial government and
private partners to make this project a
success.
The system is operational with the
Indian Air Force, Indian Navy, Indian
Army and the Israel Defense Forces,

advanced abilities of IAI’s state-of-the-art
systems.
IAI continues breaking barriers in the
defense industry and impacting our
customers’ defense capabilities, and in
light of changing global conditions, is
building creative responses that ensure IAI
continues providing the right solutions to
our partners. Conducting the test under
COVID-19 limitations was yet another
testimony to the strong partnership
between IAI and India. We are continually
working with our Indian partners to bring
the best operational outcome for the needs
and requirements of the Indian Army,
Navy, and Air Force. The MRSAM program
is progressing according to plan, and IAI
looks forward to tackling new challenges
and working alongside our partners in
India to reach the next milestones on this
project and others. IAI’s commitment to
our partners in India is clear in our deep
and decades-long cooperation and joint
projects, along with the impact on the
local defense ecosystem.
IAI is proud of its strong partnership
with India and looks forward to continue
expanding its activity with local Indian
companies and vendors to create an
impact of the defense ecosystem.
IAI’s participation in and strong
commitment to the ‘Make in India’ policy is
a testament to its deep appreciation of the
partnerships with the locals, and IAI hopes
to expand cooperation agreements and
continue supporting the ‘Make in India’
policy as more business opportunities are
shared.

and is a testament to the strength of
local development & manufacturing
capabilities in India. The MRSAM Air
& Defense Missile System provides the
ultimate protection against a variety of
aerial threats. It incorporates an advanced
phased array radar (MF-STAR or digital
MMR), a command-and-control center,
mobile launchers and interceptors and an
advanced RF seeker. IAI’s ground-breaking
technology is a testament to its advanced
know-how, and its development in India
shows a clear commitment to supporting
the local defense economy.
IAI is utilizing the vital ‘Make in India’
policy through the joint effort with the
DRDO. In the last year, IAI conducted
several successful tests of the MRSAM
Air & Missile Defense System in India. The
operational capabilities of the MRSAM
were successfully demonstrated in both
trials held by the Indian Armed Forces,
which carried out a series of consecutive
tests and reinforced the impressive
operational capabilities of the system.
The recent trials benefit both the Indian
and Israeli navies – MRSAM System is
the most advanced of its kind, reflecting
IAI’s resilience, alongside its advanced and
groundbreaking capabilities.
As part of the latest test, conducted
during the Covid-19 pandemic with several
limitations, the MRSAM interceptor
was launched from a land-based mobile
launcher and successfully hit its threats.
The special partnership between India’s
DRDO and IAI allowed for this test to
happen successfully, demonstrating the
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Wings up for Singapore Airshow 2020

S

ingapore Airshow 2020,
considered Asia’s largest
aerospace and defence
event unveils its curtain
for its latest edition at Changi
Exhibition Centre, Singapore.
An international marketplace strategically
located in the heart of the thriving Asia
Pacific region, the Singapore Airshow
is Asia’s largest and one of the most
important aerospace and defence

PBS will Produce the 1,000th
TJ100 Jet Engine this year

exhibitions in the world. The show has
established itself as an important global
marketplace and networking powerhouse
for the world’s aviation community. It
consistently attracts more than 60 of
the top 100 global aerospace companies
to showcase their latest technologies,
solutions and developments.
Vincent Chong,Chairman, Experia
Events, at the opening ceremony of the
show, said that they have implemented

a range of precautionary measures
and remain ready to introduce further
measures as necessary, in close
consultation with the health authorities.
“We are standing at the cusp of
transformation. As we position ourselves
for the decades ahead, we need to
constantly challenge current mindsets
to stay relevant and sustainable. The
Singapore Airshow offers multiple ways
to facilitate such discussions,” he said.

in association with
Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies & Industries
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BEL-IAF’s Reliable Strategic
Electronics Partner
Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) has been
continuously exploring opportunities in allied
non-defence areas. BEL is fast expanding its
global presence, putting its best foot forward
to give a thrust to exports worldwide. All-out
efforts are being made to tap new markets
across the globe. In a bid to develop new
markets in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)
and friendly foreign countries (FFCs), BEL has
operationalised overseas marketing offices
in Oman, Vietnam, Sri Lanka and Myanmar.
BEL has also expanded its Singapore and New
York Regional Offices to handle marketing
activities Anandi Ramalingam, CMD, BEL. In
an interview with Aeromag, she talks about
BEL’s business operations and future plans.
Anandi Ramalingam
CMD, BEL
Over the years, BEL has maintained a
strong partnership with the Indian Air
Force. In the backdrop of the IAF Day,
could you list the major milestones in this
regard so far?
BEL has been supplying a range of
products, systems, and services to the
Indian Air Force, which include Electronic
Warfare Systems, Avionics, Weapon
Systems, Radar and Fire Control Systems,
Communication systems, C4I Systems,
Homeland Security, EO Payloads for
Helicopters, Counter Drone Systems, etc.
BEL’s airborne EW products include
Radar Warning Receivers for aircraft and
helicopters (MiG 29, Jaguar and LCA),
new generation Integrated EW Suites for
fighter aircraft and Self-protection Suites
for helicopters with lightweight RWR,
laser and missile warning capabilities,
state-of-the-art Jammers, etc.
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Advanced Landing Ground (ALG), etc, for
the IAF.
In order to strengthen the security
infrastructure of critical assets, BEL
is executing the Integrated Perimeter
Security System for IAF. Similarly in
the Unmanned Systems domain, BEL is
engaged in the design, development,
manufacturing and supply of Payloads and
Ground Control Stations for UAVs.
BEL has developed various C4I or
Network Centric Systems for the Indian
armed forces to network and provide
a Digital Battle Space for geologically
dispersed forces. C4I systems developed
by BEL for the Indian Air Force include
Integrated Air Command and Control
System (IACCS), Operational Data Link
and Airborne Early Warning and Control
System.
BEL has been actively associated with the
prestigious Light Combat Aircraft (Tejas)
programme since 1994. BEL has been
partnering for many years with various
DRDO labs like ADE, ADA and DARE in
the development and manufacturing of
various avionics grade systems for the
LCA. BEL’s avionics products for Tejas
include flight-critical equipment like the
Digital Flight Control Computer, Flight
Control Panel, Air Data Computer, Mission

Critical Line-Replaceable Units (LRU) like
Pylon Interface Box and Stores Interface
Box, Head Up Displays, Cockpit Modules
and Data Link equipment.
BEL is the Lead Integrator for the
prestigious Akash Missile System for the
Indian Air Force and has supplied several
squadrons. BEL is currently executing
the next phase of commissioning Akash
Missile System for the Indian Air Force.
BEL is actively participating in the
MRSAM weapon system programme of
the Air Force, which is a joint development
programme between DRDO and IAI,
Israel, by supplying sub-systems such as
Combat Management System, IFF Mk II,
etc, for the weapon system.
BEL has been supplying Radars for the
Indian Air Force since many decades. BEL
radars supplied to the IAF include Air
Defence Radars such as INDRA, a series of
2D mobile surveillance radars for low level
target detection, 3-D Central Acquisition
Radar (CAR), as part of the Akash Missile
System, Low Level Light Weight Radar,
SRE Surveillance Radar for Air Traffic
Management, etc.
In the area of Communication, BEL has
developed the Software Defined Radio
(Airborne) version. Software Defined
Radios (SDRs) are multiband, multirole
radios. These radios are backward
compatible, inter-operable with legacy
radios and capable of high data rates. BEL
is engaged in projects such as TROPO
upgrade, Mobile Radio Relay (DMRR)
upgrade, Communication terminals for

What are the most important ongoing
joint programmes between BEL and IAF?
One of the major ongoing programmes
is Akash Missile System, which is currently
under execution. This is a turnkey contract
with an additional requirement of setting
up specialised infrastructure.
The other major programmes are
Integrated Air Command and Control
System (C4I System developed for IAF),
Integrated Perimeter Security System,
Radar Warning Receivers (RWRs) for
aircraft of IAF, Missile Warning Systems,
Self-Protection Suite, EW Suites, etc.
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BEL has collaborations with various
top defence and aerospace firms based
abroad. Could you speak on the crucial
ongoing programmes?
BEL has active collaborations with top
Defence and Aerospace firms. In some
specific Niche technology areas, BEL does
look for collaboration with foreign firms, to
meet the requirement of Indian customers.
Similarly for various programmes of
foreign OEMs, BEL is the preferred supply
chain partner.
BEL is at present executing an order from
ELOP, Israel, for EOIR Payloads (CoMPASS)
and other airborne systems. The company
is involved in the manufacturing and
supply of systems/subsystems required for
missile systems for IAI, Israel. BEL is also
working on the development of software
for a C4I solution for Rafael, Israel.
BEL is supplying RF Super Components
to Thales through a JV between BEL
and Thales (BTSL), for Rafale aircraft.
BEL is also working with several OEMs
in USA and Russia for various products
and systems such as Data Link II, IFFI
(Identify Friend or Foe Interrogator), etc.
Apart from these, the Company is actively
interacting with many other OEMs such as
Elisra (Israel), Telephonics (USA), and Saab
(Sweden), to explore aerospace related
business opportunities.
How is your order book position? Tell us
about the key orders executed during FY
2020-21 and major orders for this financial
year from Defence and Non-Defence
space.
BEL’s overall order book stands at about
Rs.54,400 Crores as on July 1, 2021.
The major projects executed in FY 202021 were LRSAM, IACCS, Akash Missile
System, CDR TI for BMP & T72, Landbased EW System Upgrade, AFNET,
SHAKTI PH III, Ventilators, Homeland
Security, Smart City projects, HUMSA,
Coastal Surveillance System, K-FON,
ACCS P17A, SDR (NC), EOIR, CCTV,
Avionics for Light Combat Aircraft,
Electronic Fuzes, NAISS and Low Level
Transportable Radar.
BEL’s initiatives to diversify into various
non-defence sectors have started showing
results, as a good chunk of revenue
achieved in the previous year accrued from
Homeland Security & Smart Cities, Solar,
Batteries, X-BIS, Jammers, Ventilator,
etc, which have contributed both to the
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top line and bottom line growth of the
Company. Based on an order from the
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, BEL
successfully completed manufacturing
and supply of 30,000 numbers of CV 200
ICU Ventilators in a record time to help
the Government of India in its efforts in
combating the COVID-19 pandemic.
BEL has acquired orders worth about
Rs. 15,200 Crores in FY 2020-21.
Major Orders received include AFNET
Performance & Security Enhancement and
SATCOM Network, Ventilators (including
service), Naval Fire Control System,
Software Defined Radio, Advance Torpedo
Defence Systems, Digital Mobile Radio
Relay, etc.
Some of the major projects planned for
execution during 2021-22 are Long Range
Surface to Air Missile System (LRSAM),
Integrated Air Command & Control System
(IACCS), Coastal Surveillance System
(CSS)-Phase II, Kerala Fibre Optic Network
(K-FON), Weapon Locating Radar (WLR),
Integrated Perimeter Security System
(IPSS), Samyukta EW Upgrade System,
SAGAR III Systems, ACCS, HUMSA UG
Systems, Lynx U1 Mod, Shakti Phase-III,
Electronic Voting Machines (EVM), etc.
Could you tell us about your initiatives to
diversify into the civilian business?
Defence, being the mainstay of BEL,
has traditionally been contributing to
around 80% of the company’s annual

sales revenue. BEL, however, has been
continuously exploring opportunities in
allied non-defence areas. The company
aims to increase its non-defence share in
the overall business in the coming years.
The total opportunity in the non-defence
business segment being pursued by BEL
in the next 10-15 years is more than Rs. 2
Lakh Crores.
Some of the areas BEL is focussing on
in non-defence include solutions for
Civil Aviation sector including Air Traffic
Controller Radars, Anti Drone systems,
Space / Satellite Electronics, Space
Launch Vehicles, Satellite Communication
Services,
Spacegrade
Solar
Cells,
Unmanned Systems, Satellite Assembly &
Integration, Solar Business, Railway and
Metro solutions, Software as a Service,
Network & Cyber Security, Energy Storage
products for Electric Vehicles (Li-ion & Fuel
Cells, Charging Stations, etc), Homeland
Security & Smart City businesses, Smart
Meters, a range of Medical Electronic and
health care solutions (ICU Ventilators,
Dialysis Machines, Patient Monitoring
System, UV Sanitiser, Telemedicine,
Medical Simulators, Portable CT Scan,
Medical Displays, X-ray C Arm, Ultra
Sound, MRI, etc), Artificial Intelligence,
Communication Radios & Networks,
Composite Shelters & Masts, etc. This
wide bouquet of businesses in nondefence would play a key role in driving
BEL’s growth in the coming years.

Aerospace Engineers wins
long-term contract from Boeing

R Sundaram, CEO and Managing Director, Aerospace Engineers receiving the long-term Boeing contract from Ashwani Bhargava,
Director, Supply Chain Management, Boeing India in the presence of the Tamil Nadu Chief Minister M.K. Stalin.

A

erospace Engineers, a prominent Aerospace Industry
located in Salem, has won a long-term contract from
Boeing to manufacture and supply critical aviation
components and parts for the global aerospace company’s
products.
The contract order was handed over in the presence of the
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister MK Stalin to R Sundaram, CEO and
Managing Director, Aerospace Engineers, by Ashwani Bhargava,
Director, Supply Chain Management, Boeing India.
“This contract is a testament to the commitment to quality,
precision, and collaborative culture of MSMEs in Tamil Nadu.
The co-operation between Aerospace Engineers and Boeing is a

significant milestone and will provide an impetus to the growing
aerospace and defense ecosystem in Salem and Hosur and Tamil
Nadu Defence Industrial Corridor,” a government press release
said.
R Sundaram, CEO and Managing Director, Aerospace Engineers,
said that the company is setting up a new manufacturing facility
for civil aerospace production at Hosur with covered building
space of 1,25,000 square feet and expanding its existing Salem
facility with an additional space of 50,000 square feet over the
next 24 months with an investment of ₹150 crore. This additional
facility will generate employment for 1000 young people.

India & US sign Project Agreement
for Air-Launched UAV

Air Marshal Sandeep Singh
took over as Vice Chief of IAF

M

inistry of Defence and US Department of Defence
signed a Project Agreement (PA) for Air-Launched
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (ALUAV) under the Joint
Working Group Air Systems in the Defence Technology and
Trade Initiative (DTTI) on July 30, 2021. The PA for ALUAV
falls under the Research, Development, Testing and Evaluation
(RDT&E) Memorandum of Agreement between Ministry of
Defence and US Department of Defence, which was first signed
in January 2006 and renewed in January 2015. The agreement
is a significant step towards deepening defence technology
collaboration between the two nations through co-development
of defence equipment.
The main aim of DTTI is to bring sustained leadership focus
to promote collaborative technology exchange and create
opportunities for co-production and co-development of future
technologies for Indian and US military forces. Under DTTI,
Joint Working Groups on land, naval, air, and aircraft carrier
technologies have been established for focus on mutually agreed
projects in respective domains. The PA for co-development of
ALUAV has been overseen by the Joint Working Group on Air
Systems and is a major accomplishment for DTTI.

A

ir Marshal Sandeep Singh
AVSM VM took over as
Vice Chief of the Indian
Airforce on October 1st..
An
alumnus of National Defence
Academy, the Air Marshal was
commissioned in the flying branch of
IAF in Dec. 1983 as a Fighter pilot.
He is an Experimental Test Pilot and
a Qualified Flying Instructor. He
has rich and diverse experience in
operational and experimental test
flying on various types of fighter aircraft and has flown about
4400 hours.
During his nearly thirty eight years of service , the Air Marshal
has held numerous important command and staff appointments.
He has commanded Aircraft and Systems Testing Establishment,
a frontline air base and an operational fighter squadron. He has
held the appointments of Assistant Chief of the Air Staff (Plans),
Senior Air Staff Officer at HQ Eastern Air Command and Deputy
Chief of the Air Staff at Air Headquarters.
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‘IAI Stands Committed
to Make in India’
IAI has been providing advanced and
sophisticated technology for land, maritime,
aerospace and homeland security in India and
been a major supplier of supplying strategic
equipment. IAI is excited to continue and grow
partnerships with local companies and vendors
to expand the local defence ecosystem. IAI’s
participation in the ‘Make in India’ policy has
contributed to the impact the company has
on local companies, and IAI sees itself as an
integral part of building further cooperation
with the local vendors and companies to
promote the local defence ecosystem, said
Yaacov Berkovitz, Senior VP, Marketing for
India at IAI. In an interview with Aeromag, he
talks about the company’s association with
India and the future plans.

Yaacov Berkovitz
Senior VP, Marketing for India
IAI
India and Israel have been cooperating
in the defence sector for years and it is
one of the prime aspects of the bilateral
ties. What role does IAI play in further
concreting this relationship?
IAI has a long-standing relationship
with India and has been one of the main
pillars in supplying strategic & advanced
equipment to India, including cuttingedge technology for defence, aerospace
and homeland security. Over the last
25 years, IAI has built strong ties with
India and looks warmly upon expanding
and deepening this cooperation.
IAI
works closely with companies in India to
bring more value to the local market, to
expand local production, and to increase
cooperation with local companies.
IAI has set up customer service
and maintenance support centers in
partnership with leading local vendors for
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the MRSAM system, which was developed
together between IAI and DRDO and BEL.
The MRSAM system is being used the
Indian Navy, Indian Air Force, and Indian
Army. This is just one of many examples
of IAI’s cooperation with India’s defense
sector.
What are IAI’s latest products and
technologies used by the Indian armed
forces?
IAI has always been one of the main
pillars in supplying strategic & advanced
equipment to India, providing cutting-edge
technology for land, maritime, aerospace,
and homeland security. IAI’s systems, such
as the unmanned aerial systems (UAS),
radars, special-mission aircraft, and airdefence systems, have been in use in India
for many years and with high levels of
satisfaction from our customers.

In the past decade, IAI has entered more
and more strategic collaborations with
local Indian firms in order to integrate
strategic state-of-the-art systems for
India’s Ministry of Defence in various
fields, and in accordance with the Make in
India policy.
Today, the Indian Armed Forces are
using a variety of defense products
developed by IAI. These products are the
leading systems in the field, and include
air defense systems, UAV’s, sensors and
radars, and many others.
Could you shed some light onto IAI’s
latest operations in aviation and UAV
industries sector in South Asia? Could
you talk about IAI’s disaster management
drone?
IAI’s operations in the UAV sector in India
are evident by IAI’s high commitment to

the ‘Make in India’ policy. IAI’s customers
in India have the ability to maneuver UAV
maintenance on their own - from start to
finish - using local resources, companies,
and people. IAI’s existing par
tnerships
with various companies in India, including
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), are
a testament to IAI’s impact on the local
UAV industry. Companies like ELCOM
have local manufacturing, testing, and
MRO sites that have been established
because of partnerships with IAI.
In addition, IAI is at the forefront of
utilizing UAVs for disaster management
and relief. As India’s unique geo-climatic
conditions make it susceptible to natural
disasters, IAI’s UAVs enable India to battle
natural disasters – including earthquakes,
floods, droughts, wildfires, tsunamis, and
others – and save countless lives. Whether
providing hours of real-time overhead
information on the changing direction of
a spreading fire, assisting first responders
in locating new fires and stranded people,
and coordinating firefighting aircraft above
burning hot spots, or providing persistent
surveillance of spreading damage during
hurricanes and tsunamis, and sending realtime coordinates of individuals in distress
and in need of rescue and evacuation,
IAI’s disaster management UAVs are the
first tool in managing disasters all over the
world.
Every large city in India has a disaster
management or emergency operations
center, to which IAI’s UAVs are able to
connect in real-time in order to assist the
local authorities and emergency crews in
battling the natural disaster and saving

lives. IAI’s disaster management drones
can fly in dangerous conditions, for long
hours, and long distances – they can
cover wide areas in an affected region and
maintain long range communications with
their operators. Further, the UAVs can
detect early warning signs of disasters and
lead to minimal impact if used early on and
can provide the necessary assessments
for recovery post-disaster, while directing
responders to the most accurate areas.
Just last month, IAI’s Heron UAV assisted
the fire-fighting efforts in both Jerusalem
and Greece and has done so in numerous
other locations around the world. IAI’s
Heron UAV has also been used by India
in the past, providing search and rescue
assistance during a tsunami disaster. IAI’s
disaster management UAVs provide the
right solution to today’s natural disasters,
in India and all over the world.
IAI will establish the world’s first
passenger-to-freighter conversion site to
convert the Boeing 737-700/800 in Italy.
Could you share more details about it?
Currently, IAI is operating two cargo
conversion sites in China for B737700/800, converting passenger jets to
freighter jets. During the COVID-19
pandemic, as passenger flights decreased
significantly, the demand for freighter jets
increased considerably. As a direct result of
this increased demand for cargo aircraft,
IAI is facing a lot of interest from operators
and leasing companies to convert
passenger aircraft to cargo configuration
for B767, B737, B747 and B747 models.
To meet the global demand for B737-

700/800, especially in North America
and Europe, IAI decided to establish an
additional cargo conversion site in Italy.
Geographically, this location is close to
Israel, and we are excited to work with
our partners at Atitech to develop this new
cargo conversion site and have an impact
on the air cargo industry.
What are the latest developments in IAI’s
deal with India regarding additional Harop
(P-IV) loitering weapon systems? What
are the features of Harop?
We cannot elaborate on specific
contracts regarding loitering weapon
systems. However, with more than 35
years’ experience in developing combatproven loitering munitions systems, IAI
offers a wide range of these systems.
Our solutions are uniquely capable of
searching, identifying, and neutralizing
targets effectively and with precision.
Employing various guidance systems
and capabilities, IAI’s loitering systems
provide solutions for a wide array of battle
scenarios.
The HAROP is a remotely operated
stand-in loitering attack weapons system
designed to locate and precisely strike
targets. The HAROP loitering munition
(LM) is an electro-optically guided attack
platform. HAROP LMs are launched from
ground- or sea-based launchers and can
be controlled via a two-way data link for
full man-in-the-loop operation. HAROP
is used to strike high-value targets and
boasts full mission capabilities, from
acquiring targets to striking them to
conducting battle damage assessment.
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operational solutions in HLS & cyber. Our
solutions enable our customers worldwide
to swiftly and accurately detect, locate
and target threats to public welfare, 24
hours a day, even in adverse weather
and low visibility conditions. Combining
vast experience with an extensive array
of state-of-the-art technologies, our
comprehensive, turnkey systems to your
homeland security capabilities.

Combining the characteristics of a missile
and a UAV, HAROP enables the effective
execution of missions without relying
on any additional external system for
targeting and mission intelligence. HAROP
is a full combat-proven system and has
demonstrated its capability around the

world.
How does IAI tap the potential in Cyber
security sector? What does the company
offer in Homeland Security (HLS)
solutions?
IAI offers a wide range of tailored

What is the roadmap ahead for IAI and
what are the goals set to be achieved in
the post-pandemic era?
Looking forward, IAI is excited to
continue and grow partnerships with
local companies and vendors to expand
the local defense ecosystem. IAI’s
participation in the ‘Make in India’ policy
has contributed to the impact the company
has on local companies, and IAI sees itself
as an integral part of building further
cooperation with the local vendors and
companies to promote the local defense
ecosystem.

Akash Prime Missile
Maiden Flight Test Successful

A

new version of the Akash
Missile – ‘Akash Prime’ has been
successfully flight tested from
Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur,
Odisha on 27th September. The missile
intercepted and destroyed an unmanned
aerial target mimicking enemy aircrafts, in
its maiden flight test after improvements.
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In comparison to the existing Akash
System, Akash Prime is equipped with
an indigenous active Radio Frequency
(RF) seeker for improved accuracy. Other
improvements also ensure more reliable
performance under low temperature
environments at higher altitudes. Modified
ground system of the existing Akash

weapon system has been used for the
current flight test. The range stations of
ITR comprising Radars, Electro Optical
Tracking System (EOTS) and Telemetry
stations monitored the missile trajectory
and flight parameters.
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has
congratulated DRDO, Indian Army,
Indian Air Force, Defence Public Sector
Undertaking (DPSU) and industry for the
successful trials of Akash Prime Missile.
He stated that the successful flight test
proves the competence of DRDO in design
and development of world class Missile
systems.
Secretary DDR&D and Chairman DRDO
Dr G Satheesh Reddy congratulated the
team for the successful flight trial of Akash
Prime Missile. He said that the Akash Prime
system will further boost the confidence
of the users (Indian Army and Indian Air
Force) as the Akash system is already
inducted and now getting improved with
more lethal missiles.

FACE TO FACE

ADA Caters to IAF’s
Futuristic Needs
Over the years, the relationship between
ADA and IAF has sustained and has grown
stronger. Today both the teams of IAF are
working with ADA for the design of LCA
AF Mk2 and AMCA aircraft to ensure that
the IAF gets cutting edge products in the
future customised for their needs, said Girish
S.
Deodhare,
Distinguished
Scientist,
Programme Director (Combat Aircraft) &
Director General, Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA). In an interview with Aeromag,
he talks about ADA’s association with the
Indian Air Force and the ongoing projects.

Girish S. Deodhare
Distinguished Scientist
Programme Director (Combat Aircraft) & Director General
ADA

helped build these features in the design of
the aircraft and its systems.
Over the years, the relationship between
ADA and IAF has sustained and has grown
stronger. Today both the teams of IAF are
working with ADA for the design of LCA
AF Mk2 and AMCA aircraft to ensure
that the IAF gets cutting edge products
in the future customised for their needs.

ADA has a strong relationship with the
IAF since its inception. How do you look at
the association on the occasion of IAF Day
and what is the future of the collaboration?
ADA has been fortunate to have the
active support of IAF in its programs right
from the beginning. Top test pilots and
test engineers from IAF were deputed to
ADA as part of NFTC. They not only flew
the prototype aircraft but also participated
in all aspects of design be it Avionics, FCS,

Cockpit Ergonomics and many more areas.
As a result, LCA is a dream for the pilots
to fly as it is an aircraft designed with the
pilots for the pilots. The IAF team ensured
that best features of both Western and
Russian aircraft were incorporated in LCA.
Later, the IAF PMT Team was formed
in 2007. This team not only monitored
the programs but also has played a major
role in giving critical inputs towards
maintenance and training aspects. They

How does the fifth-generation Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) project
progress?
Both the LCA AF Mk2 and AMCA
programs are progressing as planned.
LCA AF Mk2 program has completed
all the activities towards Critical Design
Review, and roll out is planned in 2022.
Subsequently the first flight is planned in
2023. AMCA program, after completing
Preliminary Design Review, is progressing
rapidly towards CDR which is planned
early next year.
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India’s Undisputed Leader
in Strategic Electronics
ECIL’s strength lies in design, development,
manufacture, deployment and lifecycle
support of high-end electronic systems and
solutions required for the nation. “ECIL’S
R&D Policy is aimed at development of
products, processes and technologies in line
with its vision to contribute to the country in
achieving self-reliance in strategic electronics.
With a motivated workforce and state-of-art
infrastructure, ECIL is driven by technology
innovations with support from Department
of Atomic Energy to empower customers,”
said Rear Admiral Sanjay Chaubey (Retd.),
Chairman and Managing Director, Electronics
Corporation of India Limited (ECIL). In an
interview with Aeromag, he talks about how
ECIL has become an active contributor to
India’s self-reliance in electronics sector.
Rear Admiral Sanjay Chaubey (Retd.)
CMD, ECIL
ECIL pioneered the development of
various complex electronic products
without any external technological help.
How has the enterprise contributed to the
nation of self-reliant India over the years?
Over the past five decades ECIL has
devoted itself to the quest of technological
development with the same dedication
that its founders Dr Homi J Bhabha, Dr
Vikram Sarabhai and Dr A S Rao who
believed that Self Reliance gives the nation
great strength and respect, no matter how
easy access was to readymade Know-how
from abroad.
ECIL’s contribution to Self Reliant India
over the years include achieving self
suffiency in Control and Instrumentation
Systems for Nuclear Programs to insulate
them from any technology denials,
building competence in mission critical
programs of Defence, Acquiring Self
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Reliance in Antenna Systems for Space
Programs, strengthening the Security
system of the nation, laying foundation
for Information Technology, building
technological solutions for Societal benefit
and making high end electronic equipment
for International Discovery Science
Programs.
Electronics Corporation of India Limited
(ECIL) was established in 1967 as a Public
Sector Enterprise under Department of
Atomic Energy (DAE) to support the
instrumentation and Control requirements
of India’s Nuclear Power Programme.
Today ECIL is a multi-product, multidisciplinary organization providing cuttingedge technology solutions to customers in
Strategic sectors such as Nuclear, Defence,
Aerospace, Security, IT & e-Governance.
ECIL
deployed
Control
and
Instrumentation Systems across the entire

Nuclear Fuel Cycle ensuring self-sufficiency
and safe & reliable operation of Indian
Nuclear Power Reactors. ECIL has also
deployed Radiation Detection Equipments
at Seaports and Airports to prevent illegal
transportation of Nuclear material. ECIL
has developed NUCON Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) with
built in
safe and secure features against cyber
vulnerabilities and has already contributed
several Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems for Nuclear,
Oil and Gas pipelines as well as for Power
management. ECIL is pioneer in producing
many first indigenous products for our
country like Television, Digital Computer,
Satellite Earth Station, Electronic Voting
Machine and many more. Right from
inception, the torch bearer role of ECIL
in design, development, engineering
and manufacturing of various complex
electronic products without any external
technological help, is the foundation stone
of self-reliant India in the arena of strategic
electronics.
Please tell us about the manufactured
and marketing of the present product
range of ECIL?
Present product range of ECIL consists
of Safe and Secure Programmable Logic
Controllers, Radiation detectors and
Instruments, Control Centers for Power
and Process Plants, Training Simulators,
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Systems, C4I Systems, RF Seekers,
Electronic Fuses, Radio Communication
equipment, Electronic Warfare systems,
Antenna Platform for Light Combat
Aircrafts, Secure Networks, Satcom
Terminal for Airborne Early Warning

and Control Systems, Components like
Gyroscopes, LVDTs and Actuators, Cockpit
Video Recorders, Earth Station Antenna
systems for Command and Monitoring of
Satellites, Deep Space Network Antennas
for interplanetary missions, Access Control
Systems, CCTV based Surveillance
Systems,
X Ray Baggage Inspection
Systems, Explosive detection Systems,
Smart Energy Meters,IOT based Remote
Health Monitoring Devices, Citizen
enlistment with biometrics and Electronic
Voting Machines.
ECIL has pioneered in the areas of CI
and missile support systems, stabilized
platforms for airborne radars, RF seekers
and Automatic Data Handling System for
Air Defence and reliable V/UHF military
radios with established credentials the
Company has been a major supplier of
wide range of electronic fuzes for Indian
Artillery. With its in-house expertise,
ECIL successfully developed, tested and
delivered checkout system for ASTRA
Supersonic, Beyond Visual Range Air to
air Missile (BVR-AAM). With the relentless
efforts of ECIL, DRDO and BARC, RF
seeker was successfully integrated with
the BraMos Missile enabling India to be in
the elite group of Seeker manufacturing
countries.
ECIL also successfully established
Triband (S/X/Ku) Data Reception System
for Ground Station Earth Observatory
Satellite at Antarctica Remote Sensing
Centre (NRSC). The
32-metre Deep
Space Network Antenna for India’s Moon
Mission (Chandrayaan-I&II) and Mars
Orbiter Mission (Mangalyaan) designed,
manufactured and commissioned by ECIL
is the first of its kind to be built in India.

ECIL has built Antenna Platform Unit
a stabilized platform for the multi-mode
radar in TEJAS (LCA). The 1.8m Tracking
Antenna & Control System (TRACS) has
been developed for Automatic Tracking
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV).
Other significant product includes V-SAT
Networks, Cockpit Voice Recorder, Inertial
sensors and Actuators. Under the same
roof ECIL has solutions from suitcase
terminal mammoth antenna to cater to
the need of varied requirement of the its
esteemed customers.
ECIL’s capabilities span detection,
protection and mitigation aspects of
the Security Solutions encompassing
perimeter protection, video surveillance
with advance analytics, personnel access
control, vehicle access control, explosive
detection, fire alarm,CBRN protection,
personnel / baggage and container
scanners and identity technologies. ECIL
has provided Integrated Security Systems
for the Commonwealth Games 2010,
Indian Parliament, Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation, several state Secretariats
VVIP residences and High Court.
Please shed some light on the joint
ventures and collaboration that ECIL has
entered into. Accordingly, to you, where
does ECIL’s strength lie?
ECIL Rapiscan is a Joint Venture
Company of ECIL and OSI Systems of USA
for carrying out business of X Ray Baggage
Inspection Systems. The JV is consistently
profit making company and recorded a
turnover Rs 73.44 Crs for the FY 2019-20.
ECIL’s
strength
lies
in
design,
development, manufacture, deployment
and life cycle support of high end
electronic systems and solutions required
for the nation.
ECIL has Joint Venture with ECILRapiscan Limited, Joint Venture Company
in the business of selling of X-ray baggage
inspection systems and post-sale services.
During the FY year 2019-20, the JV
Company ECIL-Rapiscan Limited has
recorded a Total Income of Rs.73.44
Crores.
ECIL’S R&D Policy is aimed at
development of products, processes and
technologies in pursuit of its Vision to
contribute to the country in achieving
self-reliance in strategic electronics.
With a motivated workforce, and stateof-art infrastructure, ECIL is driven by
technology innovations with support from
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Department of Atomic Energy to empower
customers.
How does ECIL make sure to improve the
Share holder value of the company?
ECIL strives to improve the Share holder
value of the Company by delivering
path breaking products and solutions,
strengthening the technology base,
effective utilization of resources,enhancing
skill base, establishing state of the art
manufacturing
facilities,
consciously
working for finding export markets for
the company’s products,re-engineering
the Company to become nationally and
internationally competitive by paying
particular attention to delivery, cost and
quality in all its activities and ensuring
succession planning,
The EVMs and VVPATs with their field
proven simplicity, integrity and ruggedness
have clearly emerged as winners in the
recently concluded General Elections
and thus helped to simplify the electoral
process and strengthen democracy.
The Company has provided unique
and secure solutions in the Smart Energy
Meters, Encryptions, Next Gen Digital
Rural Exchanges, Secure Network Access
System (SNAS) and Integrated Threat
Management Appliance (ITMA) and also
manufactures latest telecom products
such as Carrier Switch Routers and Next
Generation Bulk Encryption Unit (NGBEU)
for all type of interfaces.
ECIL has world class infrastructure
for design, manufacturing and testing
of equipment to meet the functional
performance, reliability and quality
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requirements of products required for
Strategic sectors. The infrastructure
includes
facilities
for
CAD,ASIC/
VLSI design, CASE tools, high density
interconnect PCB facility, automatic
SMD insertion machines, on-line OCB
test equipment, EMI/EMC facility,
calibration and characterization of
radiation instruments, environmental
testing and calibration and compact
antenna test range facility. ECIL has
setup Secured Manufacturing Facility
and developed Secure Manufacturing
Software with a framework for connecting
processes,machines and production lines
to automate the manufacturing process.
The strength of ECIL for large scale
Quality production through state of
art machinery using in-house R&D for
gamut of electronics products ensuring
confidentiality of Intellectual property
has made it an important player in Indian
strategic electronics industry.The earning
per share for 2019-20 is Rs.309/-. The
paid up share capital as on 31.03.2020 is
163.37 Crs and divided of Rs.92.61 per
share of Rs. 1000 each is paid for the year
2019-20.
Several enterprises contributor towards
fighting the COVID-19 crises. What
can u tell us about the CSR and other
contributions made by ECIL?
ECIL developed many innovative
solutions like IOT based Remote Health
Monitoring System which will be
immensely useful for Doctors, Healthcare
Personnel and Government administrators
in fighting the COVID-19 situation. ECIL

also developed the Ventilator by name
“Pran Vayu” to support COVID-19
patients. Currently ECIL is working on
making high quality Oxygen Concentrators
for COVID-19 patients.
ECIL believes that corporate success and
social welfare are interdependent and built
a social value proposition into corporate
strategy. Corporate Social Responsibility
program undertaken by the Company is
its commitment for the holistic welfare
of the society. ECIL has identified four
thrust areas, i.e. Education, Health,
Skill Development, and Environment
protection, for the development of
communities under its CSR Program.
To fight the pandemic, monetary
contribution to PM Cares fund was made
by donating two days salary.Apart from
this, payment to all contract labour and
casual workers has been paid full wages
during the lockdown period.
Through technical innovation, ECIL
has designed and manufactured many
Innovative Medical instruments for IoT
based Remote Health Monitoring and
tracking of Patients and quarantined
people to Combat COVID-19 Pandemic.
The health status can be reported to
health care people by means of mobile
app or web browser through Blue tooth or
GSM/GPRS network. The solution will be
immensely useful for Doctors, Healthcare
Personnel and Government administrators
in the present difficult situation. This
system is also useful for post operated and
aged patients for telemedicine treatment.
The system consists of an intelligent
wearable instrument developed by ECIL
for measuring vital parameters of Corona
patient like body Temperature, amount
of Blood oxygen (SpO2), Heart Beat Rate
and Respiration Rate along with patient
location and novel application software
that remotely displays these parameters
on a Mobile Phone, Laptop/ Desktop
Computer for monitoring by Doctor from
any location. The system will reduce the
exposure of doctors/ frontline healthcare
personnel to Corona patients and can
be easily installed in Hospital premises/
Quarantine Centers.
ECIL have donated COVID specific
Medical
instruments
WHMS-20
(Wearable Health Monitoring System)
to different Block Hospitals of Telangana
and one Oxygen plant to ESI Hospital
Hyderabad as a CSR initiative.

FACE TO FACE

BEML’s Tactical UAV to Catapult
IAF’s Reconnaissance Abilities

Amit Banerjee
CMD, BEML

BEML aims to be a manufacturing hub for
the highly competitive core businesses. The
company’s priorities will be to leverage the
strengths in its core business for significant
growth in the next 4-5 years. This would
involve diversifying in the Aerospace &
Defence business, accelerate the growth in Rail
& Metro business and sustain the Mining &
Construction business. “We need to develop
new products adopting the latest technologies
through strategic tie-ups with global players
and premium academic institutions. Exploring
the international market opportunities in all
the business areas to increase the exports
will be a major priority. The goal in the next
few years would be to increase the revenues
substantially with reasonable margins and
contribute significantly towards exports,”
said Amit Banerjee, Chairman and Managing
Director, BEML Limited. In an interview with
Aeromag, he talks about the company’s visions
and priorities for the coming years.

How does BEML associate with the
Indian Air Force, which will be celebrating
the IAF Day soon? What is the status of
basic trainer aircraft project to be codeveloped with NAL?
BEML being a Category A DPSU under
Ministry of Defence always wishes to
associate with Indian Armed Forces in
a significant way by providing products
and services. One such endeavour is the
unveiling of 25kg class Tactical UAV which
would be useful to IAF for surveillance
and reconnaissance. The program is in
advance phase and planned to rollout in
December 2021. Co-development of basic
trainer aircraft with NAL is in progress.
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The indigenously developed mining truck
BH205E manufactured by BEML was
handed over to Coal India recently. What
are the highlights of the truck and how
strong are your business in mining and
construction?
BEML has indigenously developed and
manufactured BH205E Electric Rear Dump
Truck, the dump truck has several unique
features. It is developed for the first time
in India and has a maximum payload
capacity of 186 MT (205 U.S.Ton). The
Diesel-electric power module with fewer
wearing parts offers more durability and
high availability. It is engineered with AC
Drive system which is the latest and most
reliable technology and has compliance to
all safety norms.
The truck has the provision to download

vehicle diagnostic and productivity
data. Its safety features include ROPS /
FOPS cabin, emergency power steering,
electrical
dynamic
retarding
with
continuously rated blow grids and all
hydraulic caliper disc brakes meeting all
relevant safety standards.
Initially, BEML has supplied one number
BH205E Electric Rear Dump Truck to M/s.
Coal India Limited (CIL) under trial order.
The equipment has been commissioned
and is working satisfactorily.
Further, BEML has received trial order
from CIL for supply of 8 Nos. BH205E
Electric Rear Dump Trucks. 7 Dump
Trucks have been commissioned and the
remaining one will be commissioned in
October 2021.

Mining & Construction Business Vertical
BEML, a leading Mining & Construction
equipment manufacturer in India, offers a
comprehensive range of mining equipment
such as Rear Dump Trucks, Bulldozers,
Hydraulic Excavators, Wheel Loaders,
Motor Graders, Water Sprinklers, Tyre
Handler and Pipe Layers. Further, other
mining equipment - Rope Shovel and
Dragline are under development.
BEML is indigenously developing and
manufacturing Mining & Construction
equipment with maximum local content.
In some of the higher capacity mining
equipment which were developed recently
the import content is 30 to 40% and
efforts are being made to indigenise the
same and reduce the import content to the
maximum extent.
BEML has been eyeing on better
prospects in aerospace sector. What are
the company’s operations in the aerospace
sector?
BEML aerospace vertical has over a
decade been engaged in developing
critical modules in the areas of rocket
motor casings for missiles, airborne
structures and space launch vehicle
modules to support DRDL, BDL, HAL and
ISRO. Dedicated and unique facilities have
been established for precision machining
and fabrication of airborne structures and
space modules. BEML is aiming for major
programs to excel as one of the major Tier1 supplier.
Could you shed some light onto BEML’s
export capabilities and clientele? How
strong are BEML’s association with foreign
OEMs and companies?
The company has exported more than
1200 Mining and Construction equipment
to 68 countries. BEML has also exported
its railway products to Sri Lanka &
Bangladesh and Defence products to
Bhutan, Suriname and Honduras and
Israel. The top five countries for export are
Syria, Tunisia, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia and
Zimbabwe.
We are scouting for opportunities in the
immediate neighbourhood and globally.
We have been widening our overseas
market network through representatives.
We have appointed representatives in
Tunisia, Cameroon, and Bangladesh. BEML
has conducted webinar with the assistance
of Indian Embassy and local business
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executing 3-phase Mainline EMU rolling
stock of total 300 coaches, out of which
228 coaches have been dispatched and the
balance to be supplied within this financial
year.
Our Rail Coach Unit at Kolar Gold Fields
is producing 10 sets of Rail Grinding
Machines as local contract manufacturing
partner to LORAM, USA which is
expected to be completed by June 2023.
We have already gained significant
footprint in rolling stock market and
constantly working towards bettering our
performance.

bodies in Kenya, Senegal, Zambia, Sri
Lanka, Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, and
Oman.
The countries we focus on include
Cameroon, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Tanzania, Sudan, Tunisia, and
Oman. We have received order from
Ministry of Economy, Planning and
Regional
Development
(MOEPRD),
Government of Cameroon valuing
Rs140Crs under Indian Line of Credit.
An order from Roads and Highways
Department, Government of Bangladesh
valuing Rs25Crs under Indian Line of
Credit was received. BEML has received
order from Private customer Tirupathi
Graphite in Madagascar for supplying
Bulldozers and Motor Graders valuing Rs
4 crores.
BEML is in discussions with Armed Force
Division (AFD), Bangladesh for supply of
Defence equipment valuing approx Rs. 80
Crs, under Indian Defence Line of Credit.
Also, contract is under finalization for

supply of 7 units of Bulldozer valuing Rs 10
Crs to Roads and Highways Department,
Government of Bangladesh under Indian
Line of Credit.
BEML has been a pioneer in rail and
metro related manufacturing and services.
What are the latest operations in the
division?
BEML Bangalore complex is presently
executing orders for the prestigious
Mumbai Metro Line - 2 & 7 rolling
stock projects of 96 driverless train sets
and Delhi Metro phase 3 rolling stock
augmentation projects of 80 cars. The
first five train sets of Mumbai project has
been delivered and are undergoing trials
at Mumbai. The bulk production of train
sets is under progress and the same will be
delivered in line with contract.
The production of Delhi metro rolling
stock is also underway with the prototype
expected to be dispatched in the month
of October. Apart from Metros, BEML is

With a vast experience of over 37 years
in R&D and manufacturing functions, you
are at the helm of BEML. Could you share
with us your visions and priorities during
the tenure? What are the major goals to
be achieved?
My vision for the company is to become
a cornerstone for India’s Make-in-India
aspirations, a manufacturing hub for
the highly competitive core businesses.
Priorities will be to leverage the strengths
in our core business for significant growth
in the next 4-5 years. This would involve
diversifying in the Aerospace &Defence
business, accelerate the growth in Rail &
Metro business and sustain the Mining
& Construction business. We need to
develop new products adopting the latest
technologies through strategic tie-ups
with global players and premium academic
institutions. Increasing the indigenisation
levels in all the products will be a key
thrust area. Exploring the international
market opportunities in all the business
areas to increase the exports will be a
major priority. The goal in the next few
years would be to increase the revenues
substantially with reasonable margins and
contribute significantly towards exports.
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Private Industry: The Crux
of IAF Modernisation
An IAF Mirage 2000 jet.

Air Marshal Ajit Bhavnani (Retd.)
When
it
comes
to
the
modernisation
of
the
Indian
Air Force (IAF), a hard look at
indigenisation
is
inescapable
considering the huge amount of
cost involved in relying solely on
procurements
and
acquisitions
from foreign countries. A balance
would be sought between the
desire to do-it-yourself completely
in India or to opt for collaborative
ventures with reliable foreign OEMs
who have been in the business for
several decades. The requirements
of the IAF to possess platforms and
systems which can measure up with
those of the adversaries would also
be a determining factor. Here lies
the need for government to strike
the right balance and adopt the
most optimum path keeping the
security needs on high priority. It
is notable that the government is
striking a good balance between
DRDO, DPSUs and India’s private
sector in the aerospace domain.
Such politico strategic moves would
continue to need deft handling, said
Air Marshal Ajit Bhavnani (Retd.).
He writes about the key role of
indigenisation in the ongoing
modernisation of the armed forces.
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T

he security challenges India
currently faces, particularly from
China, continue to be of serious
concern. Despite attempts by the Indian
government to improve relations with
China through increased trade and
consultations, the issues and differences
remain unresolved. The deep-rooted
China-Pakistan nexus is focused essentially
on trying to destabilise India. Therefore
no effort should be spared towards the
modernisation of India’s armed forces
and this should be addressed with greater
alacrity.
Even though the Indian government
has taken distinctive measures towards
modernisation, the wheels within the
system churn only at a slow pace. There
is also a clear realisation that military
acquisitions of hi-tech weaponry through
imports entail heavy costs not only
for initial procurement but also largely
towards maintenance and sustenance of
systems. Indigenisation is the answer to
all questions and the Ministry of Defence
has clearly focussed on it. Yet a review
of policies would indicate the pitfalls in
implementing these policies.
On the other hand, such directions do
not assist the process of modernisation,
especially in a scenario where rapid
changes in technology need to be
addressed swiftly. It would be beneficial to
provide a set of pragmatic policies which
ensure that indigenisation does not slow

down the process of modernisation.
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has taken
several initiatives towards beefing up its
combat capabilities. Indigenous efforts
have been a major thrust area over the
past few decades. For long defence
public sector undertakings (DPSUs) have
traditionally been the largest contributors
to India’s defence requirements. Yet in the
current geo-strategic scenario, the need
to keep pace with advanced technologies
is inescapable. Urging the private sector
to contribute more to India’s needs in
aerospace and defence industry would
indeed be a step in the right direction.
As a welcome move by the government,
doors are being gradually opened up
for private sector to provide best-inclass defence equipment to meet India’s
security requirements.
A New Beginning: ATA-Airbus C 295
The recent approval of the Rs 20,000
crore worth contract to Tata Advanced
Systems Ltd (TASL) for replacement of
IAF’s ageing fleet of 56 Avro-748 aircraft
is indeed a breakthrough that will surely
pave the way for enhanced participation
by private players in India’s aerospace and
defence industry.
This is the first project of its kind in which
a military aircraft will be manufactured in
India under transfer of technology (ToT)
by a private company, making a good
example of a true Make in India project.

With approval of this venture, the
Tata-Airbus collaboration will set up
manufacturing facilities, final assembly
and integration lines and testing centres
in India. It is a big boost for job creation
and ushers in modern manufacturing
capabilities and scales up skill sets, thus
triggering a further spurt in the growth of
India’s aerospace ecosystem.
Fighter Fleet
IAF remains a highly technology-driven
service. In recent years the growth of
science and technology has moved at
rapid pace, resulting in early obsolescence
of hi-tech systems of various platforms.
Traditionally, acquisitions of military
platforms and systems have moved at
slow pace. Realising these constraints,
IAF went in for an upgrade of its legacy
platforms such as Mig 21/27, Jaguar,
Mig 29 and Mirage 2000. The same
option was adopted for its transport and
helicopter fleets. Modernisation picked up
pace in the early years of this century. Post
Kargil war, IAF assessed its operational
deficiencies and made bids for new and
modern systems.
As a first step, in late 1998, IAF inducted
Su-30 jets in the heavy category. Later
in 2001/2, IAF assessed an urgent need
for additional 126 Mirage 2000-5 fighter
jets anticipating the phasing out of its
large fleet of Mig 21 and Mig 23/27
aircraft. This was indeed a visionary
long term strategy. At that point of time,
IAF had 39.5 fighter squadrons and in
the next decade this number would drop
significantly; unless these 126 fighters
were procured. It is now well-known the

MoD turned down this optimised proposal
and instead went for a global tender for
mid-weight jets. Consequently, IAF’s
fighter squadron strength dwindled and
after 20 years, the accretion has been that
of Su 30 MKIs and 36 Rafales.
These 36 Rafales were procured off-theshelf by the government in 2016. Currently
the strength has dropped to 28 fighter
squadrons, which is woefully inadequate
to provide the necessary deterrent value
against the two adversarial neighbours.
Unquestionably, Rafales are modern
aircraft with cutting edge technologies.
Delivery of 36 aircraft has met tight
timelines and by early 2022 all 36 Rafales
would be delivered to the IAF. Induction
of Rafales has indeed been the first major
fighter modernisation for the IAF since
Su 30 MKI induction began in 1998-99.
The issue however is that India requires
modern aircraft in large numbers to arrest
the depleting strength of its fighter fleet.
More importantly, these should follow the
Make in India process, as it has a slew of
benefits which include, more employment,
infusion of latest technologies, adding and
improving skill sets of workers in the local
aerospace industry.
Following this path for modernisation,
the MoD would do well to move forward
with its proposal for 114 jets in the Make
in India process, for which six foreign
OEMs have responded to the RFI in 2017.
On 31 January 2021, after the deal for 83
Tejas Mk 1A was approved by CCS, former
CAS Air Chief Marshal RKS Bhadauria
had stated that IAF would now focus on
procurement of 114 fighters and it would
include Rafale jets.

“The 83 LCA Tejas Mk 1A fighters
would be replacing the remaining four
squadrons of MiG-21 Bison which are set
to be phased out in 4-5 years. According
to reliable sources, DRDO and HAL will
be working on Tejas Mk 2, Naval Tejas
and finally the home-grown Advanced
Multirole Combat Aircraft (AMCA).
While the process of development and
production of LCA Tejas Mk 2 and its
naval version continues, it is important for
IAF to insist on earliest possible roll out
of AMCA. This fifth generation combat
aircraft is critical for the IAF considering
that China has already operationalised its
5th Gen fighter, J 20 into squadron service.
An improved aircraft in this category, J 31
is expected to enter service in late 2022.
These inductions need to be countered
by IAF and hence it would serve IAF well
for DRDO to put all its weight to ensure
AMCA rolls out at the earliest. To enable
this, involvement of private industry would
be greatly beneficial.
The plan to upgrade Su 30 MKIs has
also been set into motion. IAF, HAL
and Russian entities have been working
towards modernisation plans which will
include advanced BVR Air to Air missiles,
engine upgrade and new AESA radar. The
program titled Super Sukhoi will include
high level of focus on enhancement of
Electronic Warfare capabilities through
indigenous content with DARE’s High Band
Jammer Pod (HBT), Dhruti Radar Warning
System, and a Dual Color Missile Approach
Warning System. Such components will
eventually be sourced from Indian private
entities.
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Tejas

Transport and Helicopter Fleets
In terms of non-fighter fleets, from 2010
onwards, modernisation of platforms
has made good progress. Induction of
modern C130J Super Hercules and C17
Globemasters to its transport fleet, latest
Chinook and Apache helicopters to its
helicopter fleet, IAF has certainly added
strength. Although these platforms are
‘off the shelf’, it remains clear that no
nation can manufacture all its defence
needs within the country, especially when
numbers to be procured are limited.
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) has
produced and delivered a large number of
ALH Dhruv helicopters to IAF. To the credit
of HAL, the performance and reliability of
its helicopters, ALH, LUH and LCH have
improved significantly over the years.
As these platforms continue to become
more robust with new technologies, IAF is
inducting them in larger numbers in its bid
towards modernisation.
Air Defence Systems
The IAF has added significant muscle
to its Air Defence (AD) capabilities. The
S-400 is known as Russia’s most advanced
long-range surface-to-air missile (SAM)
defence system. The ‘Triumf’ interceptorbased missile system can destroy incoming
hostile aircraft, missiles and even drones
at ranges of up to 400 km. The deal was
signed in late 2018 to supply IAF with five
batteries at a cost of $5 bn. Here it would
serve the nation well to ensure provision
of systems maintenance and upgrade, as
well as manufacture of spares within the
country with private industry playing a key
role. This has been a contentious issue and
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a costly proposition as life cycle costs soar
when transporting Russian made defence
equipment back to Russia for the above
stated purposes.
In addition, for medium range SAM
coverage, the DRDO-Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) joint development project
for a state-of-the-art MRSAM, has
recently been inducted into IAF inventory.
With a kill range of 70 kms, this first-ofits-kind joint development of a modern
system has paved the way for futuristic
Joint Ventures for development and
production through collaborations and
partnerships with Indian and foreign
entities. Highly beneficial for growth of
India’s aerospace industry, up to 70%
of the system requirements have been
sourced through India based private sector
MSMEs; this includes IAI’s requirements,
which are largely being outsourced to
Indian private entities.
The third ring in IAF’s AD systems
category is the home-grown fully
indigenous
AKASH
SAM
system.
Developed by DRDO and produced by
Bharat Dynamics Limited (BDL), Akash
is in operational service with the IAF and
Indian Army.
Akash has a range of 22 kms and can
simultaneously engage multiple targets
in all weather conditions and has a large
operational envelope from a low altitude
of 30 metres to a maximum altitude of
20 km. The successful integration of
Akash SAM into the Armed Forces has
bolstered the DRDO, which has developed
an upgraded version termed as Akash
Prime, which will enter production in early
2022. The Akash Prime would have a

canister version with upgraded electronics,
newly developed seeker and superior EW
capabilities.
The integration of IAF’s AD system
has been successfully established by the
home-grown Integrated Air Command
and Control System (IACCS) with satellite
networks. IAF will soon possess a highlyrobust and formidable multi-layered
AD environment which would pose a
challenge to any adversary attempting to
penetrate into Indian air space.
The network of IAF’s indigenous
MRSAM, Akash and IACCS, has a wide
range of Indian private players, outsourced
for provision of a major percentage of
components, system assemblies and
sub-assemblies.
In addition, with the aim of widening
the scope and garnering the potential of
Indian aerospace industry and other R&D
organisations, IAF is following a dynamic
process whereby a large number of Indian
entities have been brought under its
umbrella for indigenisation efforts. Such
efforts have greatly enhanced the process
of self-sufficiency, especially towards
indigenisation of components of foreign
systems.
As part of the upgrade to be given
to the Su 30 MKIs, IAF, HAL and
Russian entities have been working
towards modernisation plans and most
of the systems and spares would be
outsourced to local private players.
UAVs and UCAVs
Having assessed its deficiencies in ISR
post Kargil, the Indian Armed Forces
inducted a large number of UAVs from

A smoke-trail

Israel, mainly variants of IAI’s Searcher and
Heron UAVs. The IAF has utilised these
effectively during last 20 years.
Of late, UAVs have become increasingly
more sophisticated, and the term UAV has
been changed to UAS, Unmanned Aircraft
System. The change amplifies the fact that
apart from being an aerial vehicle, this
complex system includes ground stations,
satellite connectivity, on-board weapons,
and other components. Militarily these
systems are gaining importance, as they
can conduct precision strikes without
collateral damage. The name Drone is also
synonymous with UAVs and UCAVs.
The recent war between Azerbaijan and
Armenia has illustrated how intelligent
utilisation of drones won the war for
Azerbaijan - a classic victory by the use of
drones.
While DRDO has struggled to offer
a modern UAV to Indian military,
this is an opportune moment for
India to task its private aerospace
industry to collaborate with foreign
drone makers to ‘Make in India’.
IAF Moves ahead with Emerging
Technologies
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
With global powers keeping pace with
emerging technologies, IAF has taken
initiatives towards instilling AI amongst air
warriors, to become an innovative enabler

services and IAF is working jointly with its
sister services in order to ensure maximum
benefits accrue.

of its fighting capabilities. During a talk at
an E Symposium on AI, former CAS ACM
RKS Bhadauria remarked –
“The IAF has already embarked on the
AI journey. Having gone through some
of the important automation projects in
the recent past, we have started testing
AI and AI-based applications on various
projects that are in different stages. We
have already improved our operational
efficacy by shrinking timelines. In the
area of aircraft maintenance that we have
substantially digitised, we have all our
fleets onto the electronic maintenance
management systems. Similarly, our
entire inventory management system has
become digitised. We have already started
to work on AI-based formulation to
come out with predictive maintenance or
predictive threat scenarios or Red Flags”.
Space Applications
Space is now necessarily required to
be integrated as an essential feature of
all military operations whether in war
or peace. Since the same ‘observation’
or ‘interception’ by satellites can be
interpreted to meet service-specific
requirements. As such, space-based all
domain awareness has evolved in terms
of technologies for meeting the primary
challenges of persistent surveillance, early
detection, identification and recognition
of targets andd military infrastructure.
These requirements are applicable to all

Increased Thrust on R&D
The IAF has intensified its thrust towards
in-house R&D facilities and in the recent
past set up several such cells in different
locations. A case in point is the recent
MoU signed between IAF and IIT Kanpur.
This has been a breakthrough
development to build robust aerospace
technologies. The partnership aims to
establish a long-term relationship for
academic and research-based interactions,
exchange technical knowledge and to
promote breakthrough innovations in
aerospace technology.
The partnership will create a group of
think tanks with strategic knowledge and
intellectual skills among IAF officers. This
partnership is significant as IIT-Kanpur and
IAF will create new areas of research in
the field of military aerospace technology,
hence strengthen the Atma Nirbhar
Bharat mission (Self-Reliant India). It will
ultimately aid the exchange of ideas and
joint research towards achieving these
objectives.
In conclusion, it is assessed that in the
final analysis there is the cost factor which
Indian government has to contend with.
Current generation fighter jets come at
heavy costs, around $80-100 mn apiece
with additional cost towards weapons,
maintenance and training facilities. Hence
a hard look at indigenisation is inescapable.
A balance would be sought between the
desire to do-it-yourself completely in
India or to opt for collaborative ventures
with reliable foreign OEMs who have
been in the business for several decades.
The requirements of the IAF to possess
platforms and systems which can measure
up with those of the adversaries would also
be a determining factor. Here lies the need
for government to strike the right balance
and adopt the most optimum path keeping
the security needs on high priority.
It is notable that GoI is striking a good
balance between DRDO, DPSUs and
India’s private sector in the aerospace
domain. Such politico strategic moves
would continue to need deft handling.
The primary objective however will always
remain - there can be no compromises
when it comes to security of the nation.
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Making Skies and Space
Smarter and Safer
Collins Aerospace have been successful in
adapting technologies from one sector of the
business to meet the requirements of their
customers in the other business sectors, such
as commercial flight decks for military use.
“As Raytheon Technologies, we now have
access to an even larger scope of technologies
and solutions to cater to industries beyond
aerospace and defence to provide complete
end-to-end solutions for any mission critical
infrastructure with increased security, which
was not possible before,” said Sunil Raina,
Managing Director, Customer and Account
Management, Collins Aerospace, India. In an
interview with Aeromag, he talks about the
latest operations of Collins Aerospace and
areas of focus like AI, modernized military
communications, cyber security etc.
Sunil Raina
MD & Customer and Account Management
Collins Aerospace, India
The role of Artificial Intelligence in
improving
military
decision-making
through quicker processing of huge
volumes of data is very important now.
How do you look at this?
Artificial Intelligence is impacting nearly
every industry sector, driving emerging
technologies like big data, robotics and
IoT.
According to a McKinsey Global Institute
report, AI and ML (machine learning) will
create trillions in value for verticals like
marketing and sales, manufacturing, and
supply chain planning.
These technologies can be a boon to
modernize the Defence industry. As
the future heads towards unmanned
systems, AI can play a role across military
applications, from tactical, operational,
to strategic-level planning and execution.
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India has a leadership position in
information technology, and we should
leverage that expertise to reshape our
economy and our defence.
AI can go through massive amounts
of data in seconds, and it can be used to
prepare early warning algorithms that will
pick up conflict signals much faster than
humans. Using AI and ML technologies,
our military forces can efficiently
coordinate movement, flows, and supplies
as well make informed decisions. These
systems can also be used to navigate
unmanned aerial systems (drones) and
ground vehicles (UAVs).
India’s Ministry of Defence has prepared
a road map to promote AI in national
security, and the development of 25
defence specific AI products by 2024. In
Def Expo 2018 Prime Minister Modi had

stressed on the transformative power of
emerging technologies like AI and robotics
and said that these technologies would
perhaps be key to the defensive and
offensive capabilities of any defence force
of the future.
The company has been delivering
integrated
and
interoperable
communications systems so that defence
agencies can keep pace with evolving
threats. Could you brief us about your
advanced communication and navigation
systems?
Our modernized military communication
systems and sophisticated softwaredefined radio technologies provide
advanced effectiveness within and
between domains. And not only do our
solutions span the entire operational
spectrum, they integrate seamlessly with
existing platforms at very low operating
costs.
For example, Collins Aerospace’s
TruNetTM – the most advanced, integrated
software-defined
communications
solution available – gives ground, airborne
and mobile forces the power to network
and share critical data, image, voice and
video, securely and in real time.
Our TruNet™ AR-1500 networked
communications airborne radio delivers
software-defined capabilities for country-

specific customization. It’s designed to stay
advanced as needs and missions change.
This powerful radio is in broad use today,
providing secure and highly adaptable
communications worldwide. A powerful
feature of the radio is its customizability
to host-country needs. From sovereign
waveforms to multinational interoperability
and advanced encryption security, the AR1500 offers tailorable functionality in a
form factor that also makes it easier, faster
and more cost-effective to integrate
Cyber security is of utmost importance
these days as platforms and components
become increasingly connected. How
strong is the cyber tech wing of the
company and what are the latest services
and solutions offered?
With the ever-increasing number and
complexity of threats to information
networks at critical infrastructure facilities
worldwide,
proactive
cybersecurity
solutions that support continuity of
operations are more critical than ever.
Collins Aerospace ARINC cybersecurity
solutions encompass system assessment,
design and build. Our fully managed
Cybersecurity Operations Center (CSOC)
is in Annapolis, Maryland and the latest
services and solutions offered include:
INCIDENT RESPONSE - We have
extensive experience protecting mission-

critical systems on the local, state and
federal levels. We use mature cyber
playbooks and courses of action to detect,
respond to and contain threats. Our
recovery process determines the ingress
path of threat, closes it off and returns the
critical system to operation.
COTS
TECHNOLOGY
Our
comprehensive
solutions
leverage
mature, proven commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) technologies featuring endpoint
protection, next-generation firewalls,
IDS/IPS, SIEM, whitelisting and trusted
hardening techniques to mitigate identified
threats and risks in the most effective way
possible.
SECURITY
PERFORMANCE
AND
COMPLIANCE TESTING - We use
real-world test scenarios and dynamic
requirements traceability tools to validate
our solutions against the threats and
regulatory guidelines of the system.
TRAINING AND ON-SITE SERVICES
- From general awareness to policy and
procedure training, to administrator
and maintenance training for specific
components, our field staff will equip you
with the skills and knowledge to make the
most effective use of our cybersecurity
solutions.
VULNERABILITY
MANAGEMENT
SERVICES - Our experience and proven
processes in mitigating hundreds of
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vulnerabilities in critical systems and
preventing them from being exposed
enables us to consistently validate and
deliver patches and updates without
affecting system performance.
Our extensive experience providing
security solutions to nuclear power plants,
railroads, the DoD and other critical
infrastructures gives us the strategic
perspective to leverage best practices
across industries and build industryspecific solutions based on our customers’
specific needs.
Defending the battlefield of the future
requires seamless integration of military
platforms and systems in all domains.
Could you shed light onto the broad
spectrum of advanced, battle-proven
solutions in multi-domain battlespace?
Collins Aerospace delivers a broad
spectrum of advanced, battle-proven
solutions – in all domains, in both manned
and unmanned platforms – that serve the
warfighters of today and tomorrow. Our
unique ability to leverage technologies
across our commercial and military market
segments provides increased flexibility
as well as reduced total lifecycle and
acquisition costs through open systems
and commercial-off-the-shelf technology
solutions. We are also backed by a global
network of service and support to increase
mission readiness.
Some of these solutions include Avionics,
Communications,
Command
and
Control, Navigation, Targeting, Training
and Simulation, Displays and Controls,
Interiors, Aerostructures, Power and
Controls, Targeting, Landing Systems and
Service Solutions.
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Command and Control
Collins Aerospace’s FasTAK™ integrated
targeting
system
enables
tactical
interoperability and complete digital
connectivity across the full spectrum of
the battlefield. From the dismounted
user through command and control and
beyond, FasTAK ensures speed, simplicity
and data integrity – from the commander
to the forward edge.
Navigation
We provide flexible, efficient and
highly reliable navigation and guidance
solutions for airborne systems, precision
guided munitions, handheld receivers and
embedded applications. By leveraging
our
expertise
and
developments
across the breadth of our company,
we deliver advanced GPS and radio
navigation technology to meet all mission
requirements.
Training and Simulation
High fidelity integrated simulation
solutions help defence forces enhance
mission effectiveness, whatever the
scenario. Leveraging our strengths in
avionics systems development and training
systems design, we deliver integrated
solutions that span the entire training
continuum, from instructional systems
design through fully integrated, highfidelity simulators.
You are one of the world’s leading
providers of advanced systems for
commercial and military helicopters. What
are the latest updates of operations in both
sectors?
Future Vertical Lift (FVL) is a key focus
for Collins Aerospace to dominate the

multi-domain battlespace globally. We are
defining the next generation of military
rotorcraft and we are poised to help align
and deliver capabilities that will provide
advanced, integrated solutions and
extraordinary performance – now and well
into the future.
We believe that a best-in-class future
helicopter solution requires innovative
capabilities that push the limits of
what’s possible, while keeping an eye on
affordability, sustainment and training. At
the same time, there are clear challenges
in ensuring all the pieces work seamlessly
together without compromising on the
goals of the FVL program – from increasing
safety, performance, lethality and agility
to ensuring longevity of the solution and
continuous advancement.
With an extensive pedigree in aerospace
and defense aviation advancements,
we have delivered leading solutions for
advanced flight capabilities that improve
warfighter effectiveness in a connected,
multi-domain battlespace. We look
forward to the future as we work to solve
the most complex FVL problems and
define the future of best-in-class military
rotorcraft.
The space wing of the company
has been innovative to help ensure
successful missions in the new frontiers of
tomorrow. Could you talk about the latest
technologies including the Environmental
Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS)?
Future missions into outer space will
require life support systems that enable
longer duration of exploration into deep
space.
Collins Aerospace delivers proven
reliability and best-in-class performance
for Space Environmental Control and Life
Support Systems (ECLSS). With our flightproven ECLSS hardware and space flight
experienced workforce, we are ensuring
a consistent flow of advanced innovation
and technology to prepare for the future.
We invest in resources to stay at the
forefront of the ECLSS industry. Our
integrated approach takes advantage
of state-of-the art tools and processes
to
provide
comprehensive
design,
integration, qualification, production, and
post-production support.
Our life support products include:
• Active Thermal Control Systems

facility
Restricted travel
Established mandatory work-fromhome
arrangements
together
with employees where it can be
accommodated
• Monitoring our supply chain closely
to understand any potential impact
and activate business contingency
plans
The pandemic gave us the opportunity
to look at things differently and how we
can be creative in our value propositions
to our customers in meeting their
requirements. In the meantime, we look
forward to applying our technologies to
help industries and travel recover.
From a CSR perspective, Collins
Aerospace India has always been
committed to positively impacting the
communities in which we operate. Over
the last couple of months, we have
conducted various initiatives to help the
underprivileged and those most impacted
by the pandemic. Collins Aerospace will
continue to contribute to the health and
safety of the community in our fight
against the COVID in both Urban and
Rural areas as we move forward.
Our efforts are part of Raytheon
Technologies’ larger response to India’s
COVID-19 crisis. Collins Aerospace is
a unit of Raytheon Technologies Corp.
To date, the company has donated four
mobile oxygen trucks, 1.2 million pieces of
personal protective equipment, along with
funding for 1,000 oxygen concentrators
and assistance to local relief organizations.
•
•

•

•

•

(ACTS) - Controls the temperature
of cabin air and electronic
components in an environment that
precludes reliance on convective
heat transfer.
Air Revitalization System (ARS) Controls the oxygen, CO2, trace
contaminants and humidity in the
cabin air to maintain a habitable
environment for the crew.
Oxygen generation - Provides
oxygen for crew respiration through
water electrolysis. Universal waste
management system - Provides a
hygienic solution for collecting and
processing crew waste solids and
fluids.
Water processing - Processes
humidity and crew wastewater
from
operations
into
potable
water
for
reuse.

Other examples of our Space solutions
include:
• Space Suits - Used by NASA, our
Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU)
has everything that an astronaut
needs to survive. Our suit’s liquid
cooling and ventilation undergarment consists of 300 feet of
thin tubing that circulates cooling
water around the astronaut’s
body. The EMU’s outer layer is
made of a puncture-resistant
material to protect astronauts from
micrometeoroids that could be
traveling 17,000 miles per hour.
Extreme temperature protection in
our suit ranges from -250 degrees F
to 250 degrees F.
• Space Wheels - For proven reliability
and durability, use Collins Aerospace

TELDIX® space wheels. Our
momentum and reaction wheels
come in a broad spectrum of
different types. We can customize
a solution for your spacecraft or
satellite.
How did the company brace for the
impact caused by the pandemic? What are
the plans in the post-pandemic period?
Collins Aerospace is dedicated to working
with its employees, contractors, customers
and suppliers to address the impacts of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.
We are closely monitoring the situation
as it evolves and have a cross-functional
team working to ensure the health and
safety of our employees, contractors and
visitors while mitigating the potential
operational impacts of COVID-19.
We have taken the following actions to
help ensure the safety of our employees,
contractors, and visitors:
• Communicated
preventative
measures individuals can take to
protect themselves from COVID-19
based on current guidelines from
the World Health Organization,
U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention and the U.S. State
Department
• Ensured our sites have appropriate
resources available to support
ongoing operations in accordance
with local regulatory requirements
• Established
social
distancing
requirements
• Required face coverings for anyone
entering a Collins Aerospace facility
• Established
self-assessment
screening protocols applicable to
anyone entering a Collins Aerospace

Your exploration and ingenuity stretches
beyond the boundaries of aerospace
and defense. How do you leverage
technologies in rail, marine and critical
infrastructure industries?
Collins Aerospace have been successful
in adapting technologies from one sector
of the business to meet the requirements
of our customers in the other business
sectors, such as commercial flight decks for
military use. As Raytheon Technologies,
we now have access to an even larger
scope of technologies and solutions to
cater to industries beyond aerospace
and defence to provide complete endto-end solutions for any mission critical
infrastructure with increased security,
which was not possible before.
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Legendary Reliability
in Cabling Industry
Over these years Fluke Networks has
become the worldwide leader in certification,
troubleshooting, and installation tools for
professionals who install and maintain
critical network cabling infrastructure. From
installing the most advanced data centers to
restoring telephone service after a disaster, the
company’s combination of legendary reliability
and unmatched performance ensure jobs are
done efficiently. In an interview with Aeromag,
Mark Mullins, Global Product Marketing
Manager of Fluke Networks, talks about
the company’s success journey and latest
operations.

Mark Mullins
Global Product Marketing Manager
Fluke Networks

Since
inception,
Fluke
Networks
has excelled as a worldwide leader
in certification, troubleshooting, and
installation tools in the critical network
cabling infrastructure sector. Could you
share with us the company’s success
journey and major achievements?
We’ve launched some game-changing
products, such as our DSP Digital
CableAnalyzer, which cut testing time in
half and our current Versiv line, which cuts
overall costs of certification by as much as
2/3. But I think our biggest achievement is
the organization we’ve built to support our
users around the world – a support team
with over 20 years of experience in cable
testing, a knowledge base with over 1,000
articles, and a training program which has
graduated over 10,000 technicians.
How do you assess the growth of
wireless test equipment market in the
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world? Where does Fluke Networks stand
in the global map?
There’s a lot of wire in wireless and our
job is to ensure that the wire can support
the wireless network. That’s why we were
the first to develop tests to ensure the
performance of the cable both for data
transmission to support high performance
Wi-Fi and Power over Ethernet, which is
used to power most wireless access points.
What are the latest products and services
offered by the company? Could you
elaborate on your portfolio?
Our latest product, the LinkIQ™
Cable+Network tester takes us in a new
direction, by adding the ability to test live
networks to our industry-leading cable
testing. Now, systems integrators and
network support teams have a single tool
to debug common connectivity problems
quickly and easily. What customers love

maintenance program for Fluke Networks
products and accessories. It provides a
premium level of support to minimize
business downtime and ensure a high
return on your investment. Gold offers a
variety of enhanced services under a single
umbrella and is especially popular with
customers who rely on our tools as part
of their revenue stream. These services
include:
• No-charge annual calibration
with loaner units
• No-charge repair with loaner units
• 24 x 7 priority technical support
• Accessory replacement

about LinkIQ is that it requires little or
no training to operate – for example, the
user just connects it to a cable, and it
automatically determines the appropriate
tests to run: cable, network, or Power
over Ethernet. The LinkIQ joins our other
tools popular with network teams, which
include the IntelliTone™ Digital Tone and
Probe and the MicroScanner™ PoE, the
first tool certified for PoE operation by the
Ethernet Alliance.
For the installers who build networks,
whether in office environments or
datacenters, we offer our Versiv™
product line, which is designed to certify
the performance of the copper and fiber
networks they build. With Versiv, these
users have a single system to support
all their certification needs, using the
same product and user interface, which
reduces training costs and mistakes that
lead to costly rework. Our LinkWare
software allows customers to collect,
store, and report on their testing results
from any Versiv product or LinkIQ, and
comes in two versions, both leaders in
their respective areas. LinkWare PC is
installed by users and is downloaded by
over 40,000 users per year. LinkWare Live
is our cloud version, where customers can
upload results wirelessly form their testers
and recently surpassed the fifty million
total results milestone.
What is the Gold Support programme
offered by the company? What are the
highlights of it?
Gold is our comprehensive support and

Could you talk about your research
expertise and the production capabilities?
Our research starts with an in-depth
understanding of our customers, and we
strive to keep in contact with them to
understand the challenges they face. Even
small problems can be an opportunity
for innovation. For example, customers
testing large quantities of fiber links using
LC-type connectors have complained
for years that these connectors are too
fragile for repeated use in testing. So,
we developed an LC connector made of
metal that is tested to 10,000 insertions to
avoid the expense and delays caused when
plastic connector break.
We also work with standards bodies
around the world to ensure that we can
anticipate trends and be ready with test
solutions as new technologies make their
way into the market. Like most companies,
we manufacture products using worldwide
supply chains. Our biggest challenge is to
ensure that the resulting products meet
our standards for accuracy and reliability,
and that requires us to build laboratorygrade calibration and testing facilities for
these supply chains.

Honestly, it might be easier to list our noncustomers than our customers!
How did the company survive the impact
caused by the pandemic? What are the
objectives set for the post-pandemic time?
The pandemic did lead to some changes
in our business. There was a slowdown
in commercial office construction that
reduced the demand for many of our
products, and fewer people working in
those offices meant less network testing
and troubleshooting at those sites.
Despite this, our LinkIQ, which targets
these markets, has met our expectations
– perhaps we had set them too low? As
more people return to work, we expect
that segment of our business to register
stronger growth. On the other hand, the
explosion in remote work led to expansion
of data centers, which drove the demand
for our products in those environments
(especially fiber). So, to a large degree,
these trends have balanced out.

How strong is your client base and who
all are the major customers? What are the
company’s expansion plans?
Virtually every organization in the world
has a network, and all those networks
need to be tested. While we respect
our customers’ privacy, we can tell you
that every one of the world’s ten largest
FORTUNE companies own our products,
along with most leading technology,
mobile service provider, government,
finance, industrial, educational, and
medical organization uses our products.
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Fluid Controls: Expanding Footprint
in Defence & Aerospace Business

F

luid Controls Private Limited was established in 1974
by Dr. Y.E. Moochhala, a Ph.D. from Northwestern
University, the USA with a vision to deliver high-quality,
high-performance products which delight customers.
Fluid Controls® offers clients a complete range of
instrumentation products – connectors and adaptors,
valves, manifolds, DIN pipe clamps and SAE flanges.
Our products ensure precision connections
that are designed based on specific
application requirements and perform
to international standards. We are
a premier supplier to onshore and
off-shore oil & gas installations,
process and power plants,
defence, critical applications for
nuclear plants, and brake piping
applications in the railways.
Since 2000, Fluid Controls®
has been a supplier for several
Indian defence projects:
• Fluid Controls® redesigned the
Akash Air Storage Vehicle (ASV)
under the auspices of Research &
Development Establishment (Engrs). A
prototype was delivered in 2004 which
included all elements of the circuit including
Balance Piston Stop valves, fabrication, installation
and connection of the circuit onto the ASV with testing to
600 bar hydrostatic and 400 bar pneumatic pressure.
• In 2008, our first order was executed with DMDE for valves
for compressed air systems in submarines (Shut-off, Nonreturn, Relief, Throttle & Pressure Gauge) in Bronze and SS with
performance pressures up to to 400 kg/cm2.
• Since 2014, Fluid Controls® has supplied Kirloskar Brothers
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Limited specially designed Isolation-Throttle valves designed for
minimum pressure loss and non-return valves in stainless SS316.
These valves are installed on the Submarine Water Mist fire
control system.
Today, Fluid Controls is expanding its footprint
in the defence business for aerospace
applications for high pressure, high
performance, leak-free connectors.
We are currently in the process of
acquiring AS9100 and NADCAP
approvals and enhanced NABL
certification for Aerospace
parts testing.
Headquartered in Mumbai
with
a
manufacturing
facility at Pune, Fluid
Controls® has a state-ofthe-art R&D centre, which
offers clients customized
solutions based on analytical
formulations, 3D Modelling and
FEA. Today, we are recognised
by the Department of Scientific &
Industrial Research (DSIR) as an “In
House R&D Unit” and are certified for
NABL, ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001, ISO 45001
and PED.
Fluid Controls Private Limited
5th Floor, The International,
16, Maharishi Karve Road, Mumbai 400 020, INDIA
Tel: +91-22-4333 8000 | Fax: +91-22-4333 8001
e-mail: marketing@fluidcontrols.com
web: www.fluidcontrols.com

Defence Minister reviews Def Expo-2022
preparations in Gujarat, MOU signed

The Union Minister for Defence, Rajnath Singh witnessing the signing ceremony of an MoU
between the Ministry of Defence and Gujarat Government for organising DefExpo-2022, at Kevadia,
Gujarat.

D

efence
Minister
Rajnath
Singh
and Gujarat Chief
Minister Vijay Rupani jointly
reviewed the preparations for
the DefExpo-2022, at Kevadia,
Gujarat. The 12th edition of
Def Expo, which is India’s
flagship event showcasing
the land, naval, air as well as
homeland security systems,
will be held in Gandhinagar,
Gujarat between March 1013, 2022.
During the meeting, Rajnath
Singh and senior officials
of Ministry of Defence
&
Gujarat
Government
noted that the previous
edition of DefExpo, which
was held at Uttar Pradesh
capital Lucknow in February
2020, was a tremendous
success due to the seamless
joint
Manship
between
Government of India and the
State Government. It was
agreed that as DefExpo-2022
is coinciding with the 75th
year of Independence, being
celebrated as ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’, the event needs
more active participation and
synchronized efforts at all
levels.
Expressing satisfaction at
the ongoing preparations,

the Defence Minister urged
all the stakeholders to ensure
maximum participation in the
upcoming event. He hoped
that not just domestic but
international
representation
will be much greater at
DefExpo-2022
than
its
previous edition. Reiterating
the resolve of the Government
to ‘Make in India, Make for
the World’, Rajnath Singh
expressed confidence that
India will soon become a
global manufacturing hub.
“We are taking big strides
towards
‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat’ as envisioned by Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi.
We will soon achieve selfreliance in defence. Our aim
is to reduce dependency on
imports and increase defence
exports,” he said.
On
the
occasion,
an
MoU was signed between
Ministry of Defence and
Gujarat
Government
for
organizing
efExpo-2022.
The DefExpo-2022 will be a
hybrid business event, with
the exhibition planned at the
Helipad Exhibition Centre and
seminars at Mahatma Mandir
Convention and Exhibition
Centre. A live demonstration
of weapons & defence

platforms is also being planned
at the Sabarmati River Front in
Ahmedabad.
Secretary
(Defence
Production)
Raj
Kumar,
Additional Chief Secretary
Industries & Mines, Gujarat
Dr Rajiv Kumar Gupta,
Joint Secretary (Aerospace)
Chandraker Bharti, Industries
Commissioner and Chairman
iNDEXTb Dr Rahul B Gupta
were among those present in
the review meeting.
The aim of DefExpo-2022
is to build upon the vision to
achieve ‘Aatmanirbharta’ in
defence and reach USD five
billion defence exports target
by 2024. The objective is to
make India a major destination
of land, naval, air & homeland
security systems and defence
engineering. Keeping with
future warfare in mind, the
event aims to recognise
the impact of disruptive
technologies on conflicts and
its consequent impact on the
equipment and platforms
required.
The DefExpo-2022 will be
organised keeping with the
COVID-19
protocols
and
aims to ensure maximum
international and domestic
participation.
The
events

planned include:
A conclave at the level of
Defence Minister to accelerate
decision making process.
A
hybrid
system
for
attendees to join the events
virtually and participate in
seminars, hold B2B meetings,
view products and exchange
ideas/business propositions,
etc.
Live demonstrations by the
Services, Defence Public Sector
Undertakings and industry to
showcase land, naval, air and
homeland security systems.
Business seminars by both
international
and
Indian
industry chambers to capture
the intellectual capital of
renowned subject matter
experts.
The Gujarat Government
aims to utilise the opportunity
to further its aerospace &
defence vision and seek
foreign investments.
The DefExpo, the premier
event in the international
aerospace
and
defence
calendar, has witnessed yearon-year growth, both in
the quantity and quality of
participation. The DefExpo
2020 had the exhibition
expanse of over 75,000 square
metres, with participation of
more than 1,000 exhibitors.
The event also witnessed
participation of 70 nations
with presence of Defence
Ministers of 40 different
countries.
Two
hundred
partnerships were forged
during the event that provided
tremendous
boost
and
visibility to the Uttar Pradesh
Defence Industrial Corridor.
Over 12 lakh people visited
the event, with a unique tent
city accommodation being
another feature.
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MoD places supply order for 118 Main
Battle Tanks Arjun Mk-1A for Indian Army

M

inistry of Defence
(MoD) placed an
order with Heavy
Vehicles Factory (HVF), Avadi,
Chennai for supply of 118 Main
Battle Tanks (MBTs) Arjun Mk1A for the Indian Army.
The
orderplaced
on
September 23, worth Rs 7,523
crore, will provide further
boost to the ‘Make in India’
initiative in defence sector and
is a big step towards achieving
‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat’,
envisioned by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. It may be
recalled that the Prime Minister
had handed over the MBT
Arjun Mk-1A to Chief of Army
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Staff General M M Naravane in
Chennai on February 14, 2021.
The state–of-the-art MBT
Mk-1A is a new variant of
Arjun Tank designed to
enhance fire power, mobility,
and survivability. Infused with
72 new features and more
indigenous content from the
Mk-1 variant, the tank would
ensure effortless mobility in all
terrains, besides precise target
engagement during day and
night. It has been designed
and developed by Defence
Research & Development
Organisation by incorporating
numerous upgrades on Arjun
MBT, the in-service main battle

tank with the Indian Army.
The MK-1A is equipped
with accurate & superior
firepower, all-terrain mobility
and an invincible multi-layered
protection provided by an
array of advanced technology
systems. It can take on the
enemy during day & night
conditions and in both static
& dynamic modes. By virtue
of these capabilities, this
indigenous MBT proves to be
at par with any contemporary
in its class across the globe.
This tank is particularly
configured and designed for
Indian conditions and hence
it is suitable for deployment

to protect the frontiers in an
effective manner.
This production order to HVF,
Avadi opens a large avenue
in defence manufacturing
for over 200 Indian vendors
including
MSMEs,
with
employment
opportunities
to around 8,000 people.
This will be a flagship project
showcasing the indigenous
capability in cutting edge
defence technologies.
The MBT Arjun Mk-1A has
been designed & developed by
Combat Vehicles Research and
Development
Establishment
(CVRDE), along with other
laboratories of DRDO within
two years (2010-12). The
development
activities
commenced from June 2010
and the tank was fielded for
user trials in June 2012. It took
only two years to develop and
field the MBT Arjun Mk-1A
for user trials from the user
requirement. Extensive trial
evaluation was conducted
in various phases covering
7000+ kms (both in DRDO
and user trials) of automotive
and substantial firing of
various ammunitions during
2012-2015.

HAL Signs Pact with Alliance Air for Do-228
Aircraft Deployment Arunachal Pradesh

I

ndia’s Regional Connectivity Scheme
(RCS) received a major boost with
HAL signing a lease agreement with
Alliance Air Aviation Limited for the supply
of two Civil Do-228 aircraft for regional
operations in Arunachal Pradesh. Apurba
Roy, General Manager, Transport Aircraft
Division, Kanpur, HAL and Arun Kumar
Bansal, Head of Engineering, Alliance Air
Aviation Limited signed the agreement in
Bengaluru.
The HAL Do- 228 is a versatile aircraft
well-suited for operations in the Northeast
and has the capabilities of short take-off

and landing, ability to land and takeoff from semi-prepared runways. This
development opens a new vista in civil
aviation for HAL. The Company is keen
to increase its footprint in the regional
civil aviation by engaging more numbers
of HAL Do-228 by Air Operators of the
country.
Speaking on the occasion, the Chief
Minister of Arunachal Pradesh, Pema
Khandu said it was a big day for the state
given the geographical challenges in
the vast state, the connectivity will now
be easier. The Deputy Chief Minister of

Arunachal Pradesh, Chowna Mein, the
Home Minister of Arunachal Pradesh,
Bamang Felix, the Chief Secretary of
Arunachal Pradesh, Naresh Kumar,
Secretary (Civil Aviation) of Arunachal
Pradesh, Swapnil Nayak attended the
event through a video conference.
The dignitaries present included Pradeep
Singh Kharola, Secretary (MoCA), R
Madhavan, CMD (HAL), Usha Padhee,
Joint Sectretary (MoCA), and senior
officials from HAL, DGCA and AAI.
HAL’s Transport Aircraft Division,
Kanpur has been in the business of
transport and trainer aircraft for defence
customers. The Division has ventured
into the manufacturing of Hindustan-228
aircraft. The Hindustan-228 is a 19-seat
multirole utility aircraft built for various
applications such as VIP transport,
passenger transport, air ambulance,
flight inspection roles, cloud seeding, and
recreational activities like para jumping,
aerial surveillance, photography, and
cargo applications.

HAL Sign contract with GE Aviation to
supply GE F404 Engines for Tejas

H

industan Aeronautics Limited
has placed an order of r USD
716 million (Rs 5375 crores) for
99 F404-GE-IN20 engines and support
services with GE Aviation, USA to power
the Tejas Light Combat Aircraft. The
contract was signed at HAL Corporate
Office.
“This is the largest ever deal and the
purchase order placed by HAL for LCA”,
said. R. Madhavan, CMD, HAL. The

Company is working closely with GE for
its support to pursue the export potential
of LCA and to supply spares to the global
supply chain of GE 404 engines, he
added. Chris Cyr, Vice President, Business
Development & Sales, GE Aviation who
interacted virtually said his company
is proud of 16-year-long partnership
with HAL and is happy to extend the
relationship with this new order. “The
F404 family of engines has proven itself in

operations all over the world and we have
committed to deliver all 99 engines and
support services by 2029”, he added.
The indigenously built Tejas aircraft
is one of the best in its class globally,
powered by F404-GE-IN20 engines and
has been in service since 2004. Ordering
of the engines, marks a major milestone
in the execution of 83 LCA contract with
IAF. The co-operation will be further
enhanced with the manufacturing of GE
F414 engines in India for the upcoming
LCA MkII program.
The highest thrust variant of the F404
family, the F404-GE-IN20 incorporates
GE’s latest hot section materials and
technologies as well as FADEC for reliable
power and outstanding operational
characteristics. The F404 family engines
have logged in more than 14 million engine
flight hours and has powered 15 different
production and prototype aircraft.
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IAI sells dozens of
Drone Guard Systems

IAI naval combat suite
on Sa’ar 6 Corvettes

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) though its ELTA Systems
group is delivering dozens of Drone Guard (CUAS) systems
to a country in South Asia in a deal, worth tens of millions
of dollars (USD). The unique multi-sensor multi-layer ELI-4030
Drone Guard system is one of the most capable battlefield proven
systems in the world, providing the ability to detect, classify,
identify and defeat drone attacks.
The Drone Guard system handles hundreds of targets
simultaneously and provides a solution to multiple evolving
threats worldwide. The system›s advantage derives from the
multi-layer implementation concept using a high-resolution 3D
X-Band radar a key for drone-detection, an integrated COMIN
ESM, multichannel jamming and high resolution EO/IR with
integrated AI capabilities.

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) is integrating offensive
and defensive systems, to enhance the ‘Sa’ar 6’
corvette’s capabilities and usher the Israeli Navy into
a new technological era, under the guidance of Israel’s
Ministry of Defense (IMoD) and the IDF. IAI, together with
the Administration for the Development of Weapons and
Technological Infrastructure (part of IMoD) and the Israeli
Navy, completed the first phase of installing the MFSTAR
(Magen Adir) radars on the Israeli Navy’s ‘Sa’ar 6’ corvettes
and will continue to integrate the Barak MX Air Defence
System (Ra’am Adir) on the vessels. The radars will serve to
locate and classify air and surface targets and help to build
an advanced and detailed maritime picture of the surveillance
area.

HAL Delivers Heaviest Semi-Cryogenic
Propellant Tank to ISRO

T

he
heaviest
Semi-Cryogenic
propellant tank (SC120- LOX)
ever fabricated by HAL has
been delivered to Indian Space Research
Organization (ISRO).
The Propellant
Tank was handed over by M K Mishra,
GM of Aerospace Division, HAL to T.K.B.
Kumaresh Babu, GM (LHWC), Head of
the resident team of LPSC, ISRO in the
presence of P Srinivasa Rao, GD(SR)-LPSC,
at a function in HAL.
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The semi cryo-liquid oxygen (LOX) tank
– the first developmental welded hardware
is a part of the SC120 stage intended for
payload enhancement by replacing the
L110 stage in existing Mk-III launch vehicle.
Last year, HAL had delivered the biggest
ever cryogenic Liquid Hydrogen tank (C32LH2) which is four meters in diameter and
eight meters in length, much ahead of
contractual schedule.
HAL has mastered the skills and

technologies required for fabricating welded
propellant tanks. Till date, its Aerospace
Division has delivered 244 propellant tanks
and 95 water tanks to ISRO for the space
programmes of PSLV, GSLV Mk-II and
GSLV Mk-III of diameter 2.1, 2.8 and 4
meters where the length of the tank varies
from 2.5 meters to 8.0 meters.
As a strategic reliable partner HAL has
been associating with ISRO for India’s
prestigious space programs since last
five decades. HAL has delivered critical
structures, tankages, satellite structures
for the PSLV, GSLV-Mk IIand GSLV-Mk III
launch vehicles. Various new projects like
PS2/GS2 integration, Semi-cryo structure
fabrication and manufacturing of cryo
and semi cryo engines are being taken
up at HAL, for which installation and
commissioning of unique infrastructures are
nearing completion.

MoD signs contract with Airbus for
56 C-295MW transport aircraft for IAF
•
•
•

Big step towards modernisation of IAF transport fleet
5-10 tonne capacity aircraft equipped with contemporary technology
Airbus to purchase eligible products & services directly from Indian Offset Partners

M

inistry of Defence (MoD)
signed a contract with Airbus
Defence and Space, Spain for
acquisition of 56 C-295MW transport
aircraft for the Indian Air Force, on
September 24, 2021. The MoD has also
signed an Offset Contract with Airbus
through which the Spanish company will
discharge its offset obligations through
direct purchase of eligible products and
services from Indian Offset Partners.
These contracts were signed following
the approval accorded by the Cabinet

Committee on Security earlier this month.
The induction of C-295MW will be a
significant step towards modernisation
of the transport fleet of the Indian Air
Force (IAF). It is a transport aircraft of
5-10 tonne capacity with contemporary
technology that will replace the ageing
Avro transport aircraft of IAF. The aircraft
can operate from semi-prepared strips and
has a rear ramp door for quick reaction
and para dropping of troops & cargo. The
aircraft will give a major boost to tactical
airlift capability of IAF, especially in the

Northern and North-Eastern sector and
Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
The project will provide a major boost
to the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan’ of
the Government that offers a unique
opportunity for the Indian private sector
to enter technology intensive and highly
competitive aviation industry. Out of the
56, forty aircraft will be manufactured
in India by TATA Consortium. All the
deliveries will be completed within ten
years of signing of the contract. All 56
aircraft will be installed with indigenous
Electronic Warfare Suite. After completion
of the delivery, the subsequent aircraft
manufactured in India can be exported
to countries which are cleared by the
Government of India. The project will
give a boost to the aerospace ecosystem
in India wherein several MSMEs spread
over the country will be involved in
manufacturing parts of the aircraft. The
program will also involve development of
specialised infrastructure in the form of
hangars, buildings, aprons, and taxiways.
This programme is a unique initiative
of the Government to strengthen the
indigenous capabilities and boost ‘Make in
India’.
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Decades of Excellence in
CAM Applications

W

ith nearly four decades
of
expertise
in
CAM
development
and
applications, SolidCAM, founded by
its owner and CEO Dr. Emil Somekh,
has been one of the major players in
the industry since its inception in 1984.
The core strategy of SolidCAM focuses
on integration in the leading 3D CAD
system, Solidworks. This strategy has
created significant growth and established
SolidCAM as both the leader in integrated
CAM, as well as one of the most powerful
CAM systems available.
SolidCAM is extremely popular around
the globe for its powerful iMachining
module that provides unmatched time
savings (70% and more in machining
time), dramatically increased tool life (5
times and more), and the unique, patented
iMachining Wizard that automatically
calculates optimal Feeds and Speeds for
every point of the toolpath for all kind
of stock materials, cutting tools and
CNC machine parameters. This leads to
increased efficiency, and incredible CNC
machine performance in all CNC milling
operations - leading to higher customer

profits and greater success.
SolidCAM's growth is driven by an
unmatched dedication to successful
customers and providing the most
advanced machining technology in the
industry. In addition to iMachining and
the CAD integration, SolidCAM has also
revolutionized the way advanced Mill-Turn
and Swiss Machines are programmed,
providing incredibly powerful and easyto-use tools that program even the most
complex machines.
Most recently, SolidCAM has radically
advanced tool table functionality that
directly benefits Advanced Mill-Turn and
Swiss-Type applications, in a very realistic
graphic simulation environment. In
addition, SolidCAM has also created a new
suite of shop-floor editor and simulator
applications for CNC machine operators.
Seamlessly Integrated in SolidWorks
SolidCAM, including the revolutionary
iMachining, is seamlessly integrated
in SOLIDWORKS, with full toolpath
associativity to the SOLIDWORKS model.
With the single-window integration, all
machining operations can be defined,

calculated, and verified without leaving
the parametric SOLIDWORKS assembly
environment.
All 2D and 3D geometries used for
machining are fully associative to the
SOLIDWORKS design model. If you
make any changes to your SOLIDWORKS
model, all of your CAM operations will be
automatically updated.
SolidCAM Modules
• iMachining 2D
• iMachining 3D
• 2.5D Milling
• High-Speed Surface
Machining (HSS)
• 3D High-Speed Machining
(HSR/HSM)
• Multi-Axis Machining
• Simultaneous 5-Axis Machining
• Turning
• Advanced Mill-Turn &
Swiss Machining
• Solid Probe
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President’s colour presented
to Naval Aviation

•
•
•
•

P

Naval Aviation has distinguished itself with exceptional service to the Nation over the last seven
decades
The Naval Aviation Arm came into being in 1951 and now has over 250 aircraft
The President recalled the glorious contribution of INS Vikrant during the liberation of Bangladesh
The President lauded the indigenisation efforts of the Indian Navy in keeping with the Atma
Nirbhar Bharat vision of the Government

resident of India and the Supreme
Commander of Indian Armed
Forces, Ram Nath Kovind, has
presented the President’s Colour to Indian
Naval Aviation at INS Hansa, Goa.
To mark the momentous occasion, a
ceremonial parade with a 150-men Guard
of Honour was presented to the President.
PS Sreedharan Pillai, the Governor of
Goa, Dr Pramod Sawant, Chief Minister
of Goa,Shripad Yesso Naik, Minister of
State for Tourism, Ports Shipping and
Waterways,Govt. of India, Admiral
Karambir Singh, Chief of Naval Staff;
Vice Admiral R Hari Kumar, Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief Western Naval
Command and Rear Admiral Philipose
G Pynumootil, Flag Officer Naval Aviation
along with other civil and military
dignitaries attended the ceremony.
The President’s Colour is bestowed on a
military unit, in recognition of exceptional
service rendered to the Nation, both in
peace and in war. Naval Aviation has
distinguished itself with notable and
gallant service to our Nation over the past
seven decades.
The Indian Navy was the first Indian
Armed Force, to receive the President’s
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Colour, from Dr Rajendra Prasad, the
then President of India on 27 May 1951.
Subsequent recipients of the President’s
Colour in the Navy include Southern Naval
Command, Eastern Naval Command,
Western Naval Command, Eastern Fleet,
Western Fleet, Submarine Arm, INS Shivaji
and the Indian Naval Academy.
Award of the President’s Colour to
Indian Naval Aviation, is in recognition of
the yeoman service rendered both during
peace and combat. The arm came into
being with acquisition of the first Sealand
aircraft on 13 Jan 1951 and commissioning
of INS Garuda, at Kochi on 11 May 1953.
Today, Naval Aviation boasts of nine Air
Stations and three Naval Air Enclaves,
along the Indian coastline and the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Over the
past seven decades, it has transformed
into a modern, technologically advanced,
and highly potent force, with more than
250 aircraft comprising Fighters, Maritime
Reconnaissance Aircraft, Helicopters and
Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA). Today,
Naval Aviation assets are capable of
undertaking missions along the entire
gamut of military operations. Naval
Aviation is a vital component of the main

roles of Indian Navy - Military, Diplomatic,
Constabulary and Benign.
Speaking on the occasion, the President
recalled the glorious contribution of INS
Vikrant with its integral aircraft, which
played a crucial role in liberation of
Bangladesh in 1971. The President added
that, Naval aircraft have also been at the
forefront of numerous peacetimes as well
as Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief operations, providing relief not only
to our countrymen but also to friendly
foreign nations. The President lauded the
indigenisation efforts of the Indian Navy
in keeping with the Atma Nirbhar Bharat
vision of the Government. The President
also made a mention of the significant
progress made in aviation technology,
facilitation of state-of-the-art indigenous
weapons, sensors, and data suites for
Naval aircraft.
The President congratulated the officers
and sailors on the momentous occasion
and added that, Naval Aviation has come
of age with the perseverance of the
National Leadership. He also congratulated
all veteran and serving Naval Aviators, for
their selfless service to the Nation.
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Aerospace Engineers: Supporting
Atmanirbhar Bharat

R. Sundaram
MD & CEO, AEPL

A

erospace
Engineers
Private
Limited (AEPL), located at Salem,
Tamilnadu, is
an AS9100D,
DGAQA, ISO45001, EMS14001, OHSAS
18001, and ZED GOLD certified company
manufacturing High Precision Aerospace
components, LRUs and sub-assemblies
products in India under metallic and
non-metallic group. The company traces
its roots back to 1988, to meet the
requirements of Aerospace components at
the global level.
AEPL’s
core
capabilities
include
indigenizing details as well as assembly.
AEPL has developed more than 20,000
parts that meet the global aviation
requirements. Meeting the international
quality standards and earning the absolute
approval of authorities from the Global
Aviation industry demonstrates AEPL’s
relentless commitment towards quality.
Since a few years, with this strategy, AEPL
is into ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT. AEPL is
also focusing on “VOCAL FOR LOCAL”

apart from indigenization. Out of about
1 lakh registered MSMEs in India, AEPL
is rated with GOLD under ZED (Zero
Defect and Zero Effect) quality promotion
scheme launched by Govt. of India.
Currently, AEPL is working energetically to
achieve a PLATINUM rating in ZED. AEPLs
QUALITY CLINIC SYSTEM is certified by
UTC Aerospace Systems, USA.
The company has been expanding
its service along with an efficient and
dedicated team of 300 members to deliver
quality products and by extending services
to its esteemed global customers in the
Aerospace and Defence domain. The
Inflatable cockpit seals are resourcefully
developed for Kiran, LCA, LCA Trainer,
Su30MKI, and IJT. AEPL is proud to
mention that almost all the fighter
aircrafts in India uses AEPL’s Canopy seal.
Centre for Military Airworthiness
Certification, CEMILAC from India has
accorded Airworthiness clearance for
1124 unique varieties which include
rubber components for use on aircraft,
helicopters, missiles, Civil Aviation, and
other systems. AEPL has proved its
courage in Missile Projects as well. Hose
Assemblies manufactured and supplied
by AEPL are approved by DGCA under
CAR21 Subpart G-ITSO C140.
The surface treatment plant is certified
by NADCAP and the approval process is
in pipeline for Aircraft Seals and Fittings
required for civil aerospace as per QPL /
QML by Performance Review Institute,
PRI. To improve the quality of Rubber
Product
Manufacturing,
DUST-FREE

RUBBER MOULDING SHOP facility
has been set. Since, MRO of Indian civil
aviation is on the raise, there are abundant
opportunities for the development of seals
through indigenization.
Another core area of AEPL is its
strength in the Qualification of material
and assembly. AEPL strongly believes in
Testing Facility as a great asset. AEPL is
approved by NABL for 63 types of testing
of Metallic & Non-metallic details as well
as product inspection & testing.
Future
programs
like
Composite
manufacturing with cleanroom facility,
MRO of actuators, Gear Box, Special
Machining facility, R&D setup, Vendor
Managed Inventory is on a rise at the
Hosur facility.
With highly motivated senior leadership,
dedicated team effort, well-established
systems and determined effort has
yielded enormous recognition at National
and State Governments. AEPL has
bagged 14 National awards from State
Government and other institutions so far.
The significant achievement is National
Award for Defence Absorption and Best
Innovation given by Prime Minister of
India. AEPL is very proud to share that it
stood at mountain top in MSME segments
in Tamilnadu for the past few years. The
AEPL team is Happy and Proud to be part
of Atmanirbhar Bharat and has already
started moving towards the next level of
Sub Assembly Manufacturing.

HAL’s Avionic Equipment Gets ITSOA Certificate for Civil Platforms

H

AL’s avionic equipment 'Air Data Computer
(ADC) with Outside Air Temperature (OAT)
Probe' has received Indian Technical Standard
Order Authorisation (ITSOA) certificate from DGCA for
civil platform. The certification is for both hardware and
software.
The ADC/OAT is the first avionic equipment in India
that has qualified for ITSOA and will pave the way for
the fitment on future civil platforms like ALH, Dornier,
LUH, SARAS etc. This is an achievement towards mission
'Aatmanirbhar Bharat'.
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The ADC is used to calculate the air data parameters like
pressure altitude, calibrated airspeed, mach number, total
air temperature, vertical speed based on static pressure,
total pressure and outside air temperature inputs.
HAL’s Strategic Electronics Research and Development
Centre (SLRDC), Hyderabad indigenously designed and
developed the first 'Air Data Computer ADC 3600A CVL1'
which has environmentally qualified as per DO-160G
standard along with in-house developed application
software certified as per DO-178C, Level A, required for
Civil platforms of aircraft and helicopters.
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